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PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCASTING 
ON THE 
CBS: TELEVISION :NET\·lORK 
Richard R. Ferry, Jr. 
(B.A., The American University, 1959) 
This investigation surveys and analyzes the CBS. Tele-
vision Network and its Public Affairs Department. Each chapter 
of this thesis deals 'tvi th a. different area of CBS public B.:rfairs 
broadcasting. Chapter I deals with the early history and growth 
of public affairs broadcasting on the CBS Television Network. 
Chapter II is devoted to public affairs broadcasting and the 
network structure, :the relationship betvJeen CBS News and CBS 
,Public Affairs, and the relationship of programming to network 
policies. 
Chapter III studies the structure of the Public Affairs 
,Department, in terms of its relationship to personnel organiza-
tion, finances, programming philosophy, and program coverage. 
'Recent developments in public affairs broadcasting are consider-
ed in Chapters IV and v. Trends in sponsorship of public affairs 
programs, along with the amount of sponsor influence on program 
content is discussed. SUch new developments as the use of 
video tape, international television, and program exchange and 
distribution is dealt with. Chapter VI examines the type of 
~udience available for public affairs programs, response to 
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!!programs, and methods used by the Department to measure response.ij 
!!The last chapter of this study is devoted to summary, conclu- 11 
!lsions, and a critical evaluation of the Department's role in ~~ 
I broadcasting. 1
1 I II 
jl The last section of the thesis is devoted to a Biblio- I· 
lfraphy and Appendix. The Appendix consists of a more than 
jthirty page classification of all public afi'airs programs aired 
11
1 
~ver the CBS Television Network from September 1, 1959, to 
·i 
:pecember 31, 1959. 
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This study has evolved because of my interest in public li 
II I ij 
I! 
!l 
il 
I affairs broadcasting on the CBS Television Network, Which 
developed while I was working with the CBS affiliate, WTOP, 
·' !) 
n j in \vashington, D. c. 
~, I am very grateful 
!l 
n to the Columbia Broadcasting System, :
1 
Inc., for the quantity of material made available to me, and 
!for the encouragement given during the writing of the thesis. 
lr wish to thank especially Mr. Sig Mickelson, President of CBS 
lr~ews, Mr. John Kiermaier, Assistant Director of Public Affairs, l; 
,, 
I Dr. George Crothers, Director of Public Service Broadcasting, li 
I 11 
'and Mr. William Ackerman, Director of Special Projects. All of il 
ii 
them were most patient in answering my many question concerning ll 
i! I the CBS organization. Special thanks also goes to Mrs. Margo 
jlReed, Secretary to Mr. Ackerman, who devoted many hours to 
!!helping me find the necessary information in the CBS files so 
I! that this study could be developed. 
I 
I I owe a substantial debt to my wife, Shirley Hanson 
Ferry, 
I /months 
for her help and encouragement throughout the many 
that this thesis has been in preparation. 
I am indebted to others as well, particularly to the I 
Faculty of the Division of Communication Arts at the School of 
Public Relations and Communications, who took time from their 
,. 
:; 
l 
;l 
:! 
own urgent responsibilities to help and counsel me when needed. H 
I -iv- II I I. lA particUlar debt 
I I the Division, who 
I 
is owed to Dr. D. Hugh Gillis, Chairman of 
has spent many hours reviewing this work and 
the help of Mr. CUrtis, Head Librarian, and his assistant 
Library, and the staff of the Boston Public Library. 
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INTRODUCTION I 
The growth rate of television has been virtually unprec~ 
I 
edented, not only in the communications media, but among the li ii 
J' 
major innovations in the history of technology. It was just a 11 
ii 
little more than a decade ago that television first burst upon li 
our society. Its rapid development has opened new doors which lj 
II 
has done more than just s·timulate our economy;. it has brought II 
li 
many cultural advantages as well. In the view of history, tele-il 
!I 
vision may be looked upon as the most recent technical landmark II 
I in the 
!I spring 
I 
!i 
slow democratization of culture which has been the main- il 
I; 
il 
I :j of western civilization. 
I 
It is not an exaggeration to say tha·t the people of the II 
II United States are better informed today than ever before in 
history. Nor is it an exaggeration to say that the need to be 
informed in our present age is greater than it has ever been. 
II 
II I I. Today, important news events do not have to be filtered through H 
H 
the appraising accounts of reporters and editors; through tele- ll 
!l 
vision, the people can see what is happening for themselves. 
Television has a responsibility to its viewers. This 
responsibility is, among other things, to inform and educate. 
Television broadcasters have found that through public affairs 
broadcasting they can meet much of this need. S.ince this type 
of broadcasting tends to form opinions and attitudes in the 
li 
li 
1! 
II 
': 
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!l 
minds, it is important that the development and changing!! 
II 
I viewers' 
ij ,, 
II II stature of the medium be understood. !• i; ! 
I 
I. 
il 
Because of the great potential of television, a respon- I! 
IJ sible and continuing 
!1 Yet, after ten years 
examination of the medium is necessary. 
of gro't>lth, television along \vi th other 
:i 
i! \: 
i 
ii 
communications media is still at times misunderstood. 
I! 
!I This may I! 
!I 
l' 
1
jlead to an explosion of florid criticism and defense, lnUch of il 
I, :1 II it unrelated to the basic realities. This study makes a modest :I 
I ' 
1 attempt to help clarify the situation. Jl 
II The focal point of this study is the CBS Television il 
Jl Netvmrk and its Public Affairs Department. An effort is made i/ 
1 to examine some of the areas of public affairs and informationalll 
lj 
il broadcasting and, at the same time, provide some insight into !! 
II the inner \'lor kings of this modern phenomenon. It is hoped that il 
II ' 
1! this study will enhance our awareness of television as a vi tal Ji 
I H 
informational force. It should also provide a new viewpoint ! 
concerning the function of television ne~~orks in keeping the 
public better informed. 
I Naturally, in writing about an organization as diverse II 
1
1 
as a television network, it is \11ell-nigh impossible, even if it II 
I were desirable, to give facts that can apply to all sectors of IJ 
I public affairs and informational broadcasting. Yet, the parts !: 
1 are so closely interrelated that the informational and public 1' 
J affairs function cannot be examined in isolation from all other ii 
j parts of the network. But it is possible to describe separately:! 
i· ;j il 
,, 
II 
i! 
ii 
' 
the nature and operation of this area. It is hoped that as -
3-~~ 
il 
ij each chapter of this study deals \vi th a different area of CBS 
1: 
Public Affairs broadcasting an overall understanding of public ij 
il 
affairs broadcasting on the CBS Television Network will develop~! 
j 
The first chapter deals ·vJith the CBS Television Network j 
and its public affairs broadcasting from 1930 to 1951. It is 
the purpose of this chapter to give the reader a background 
~I 
!, 
" ~ ;
understanding of the events leading up to present public affairsjl 
broadcasting. stemming from this analysis is Chapter T\•10, whichjl 
deals with such topics as the relationship between public af-
fairs broadcasting and the network structure, the relationship 
between CBS News and CBS Public Affairs, and the relationship 
of programming to netv1ork policies. 
Since this most vital function of providing public 
information through the netv10rk structure is performed at CBS 
by the Public Affairs Department, Chapter Three examines the 
structure of that Department. This is done in terms of its 
J relationship to personnel organization and finances; its progr 
il 
I' !I 
il 
li q 
't 
i! 
:I 
il 
I! ii 
li 
il 
I 
I I ming philosophy, and program coverage. 
In the past few years, ne\v developments have affected 1,
1
' 
I public affairs broadcasting. Chapter Four discusses the recent 
trend in sponsorship of public affairs programs, along with the lj 
amount of sponsor influence on program content. Chapter Five i! 
li 
1 deals t .. d th such ne1·1 development.s as the use of video tape, I! 
I international television, and program exchange and distribution. I' 
II 
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'i 
!J 
ii Since all CBS Public Affairs Programs are aimed at the 
" J! television vievJing audience, Chapter Six examines the type of 
li i1audience available for programs, response to programs, and the 
;I 
H 
llmethods used by the Department to measure response. 
!l 
11 
The last chapter of this study attempts to draw together 
:i !i some of the important developments in public affairs broadcast-
'! 
II jjing and includes a critical evaluation of the Department's role 
:! in broadcasting. 
li 11 It is very difficult to arrive at a specific definition 
·' II i! of i'lhat constitutes the content of public affairs programs. 
n ,, 
i!Because of this condition the writer has used a vJorking defini-
:! 
lition of public affairs programming which is based on the type 
II 
li 
!!and content of public affairs programs broadcast on the CBS 
il 
II Television Neti·lork by the PUblic Affairs Department. A sample 
d 
I' 
llof CBS Public Affairs Programming may be found in Appendix A 
ll 
!land Appendix B of this study. 
i ~ 
n 
11 The word informational, as used in this study, denotes 
1: 
ilthe content of public affairs programs. This includes programs 
II 
i\ 
i!designed especially to aid the public in understanding and 
il 
liadapting to a changing world. These pro,grams deal 1r1ith such II 
il 
!!problems as education, religion, public issues, elections, 
~ l 
l\public health and safety. 
'i I, In preparing this study, primary sources have been used !i II 
Unpublished material from the Special ~~s much as possible. 
i~rojects Division of the Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., 
il =~====~··F============-============================================~!1======= H 
., 
! 
i ~ 
:i 
1: 
i 
\J 
I. 
along with personal interviews with heads o~ various CBS 
Departments, have also been utilized. An attempt has been 
made to draw this material together into a meaningful study. 
-5-
The working hypotheses which underlies the writing of 
the thesis are as follows: 
1 - Public affairs and informatior~l broadcasting has 
changed during the past ten years. 
2 - This change has taken place because the networks have 
made an attempt to meet the needs o~ the public. 
3 - CBS Television, through its public affairs and informa-
ll 
,, 
!I 
II 
I 
'I II 
Ill tional broadcasting, has been the leader in meeting the 
challenges imposed by this need for change. II 
I 
I 
,, 
!, 
., 
I 
il 
ll 
l, 
il II 
I 
I! 
II 
I! 
;I 
nyou must not only give the public 
\'fhat it wants, but 1vhat it tv-ould want 
if it only knew about it.u 
Franklin Dunham 
Chief of Radio - TV 
United States Department 
of Health, Education, and 
Welfare 
I 
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CHAPTER I 
EARLY HISTORY AND GROWTH OF 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCASTING OI~ THE 
CBS TELEVISION NETWtlRK 
The Columbia Broadcasting System began its television 
operations in 1931 but did not set up a separate operating 
i j! 
·' li 
" !I II 
-, 
!' 
! 
!I I! 
II 
II d 
1: 
II 
II j, 
II ,. 
;I 
:! 
II 
.I 
li 
li I! q 
~~ !i 
II li Begirming with one experi- !i 
d 
division until tvrenty years later. 
mental television station in 1931, it developed over a period !! !I 
li 
ji 
li 
,I 
li 
I' 
I 
,
111 
of t\venty years until by 1951 CBS Television '1.>/as engaged in 
nationwide programming and operated several VHF television 
I 
I 
II I. 
I! I 
stations. 
SUrprising as it may seem, television broadcasting is 
much older than is generally realized. The Columbia Broadcast- !i 
ing System put its first experimental station, \~ on the 
air July 21, 1931.1 This firs·t exper:Went 'l.vas a costly one 
and involvea a long and elaborate schedule of programming. 
l! 
i! ,, 
II 
'I li 
\1 
" 
jl 
At the time, many people looked upon television as a fantastic ij 
new force which would develop overnight. Several large I 
companies decided to enter the field. I ~fany thought that with 11 
d -------------------------------------------------------------~~ il lRichard w. Hubbell, 4,000 Years of Television (New 
York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1942}, p. 98. !I :i 
I 
r ,I 
II 
I' ,I 
-8-! jl 
'I 
li 
II 
I 
1 the advent of stations such as v~, television was here to 
stay. 2 The memory of the rapid grmvth of radio in its first i1 
Ill ten years tempted many individuals and corporations to try to i' II 
,j get in on the ground floor of television. Several other il 
I companies began broadcasting in 1931: the Jenkins Television ll 
I' Corporation went on the air, the Don Lee Company began opera- li 'I I tions in California,3 and the RCA. station W2XBS opened tele- i/ 
,, vision studios on top of the &npire State Building in New York il 
11 City. 4 But by the end of 1932 much of the interest, enthusiasm,ll 
I and novelty \vas beginning to wear off. CBS Television dis con- I! 
tinued its operation on February 25, 1933, giving as its reason il 
,, 
il 
the lacl-c of good broadcasting equipment. H During this period of 'I 
little more than a year and a half, W2XAB had been on the air 
for more than 2,500 hours.5 Throughout this experimental 
period CBS used the mechanical type of camera ''~hich utilized 
the revolving Nipkow disk. The picture produced by this 
camera was not clear, and tended to strain the eyes of the 
viewer. Along with several other broadcasters, CBS took 
television back to the laboratory. 
2Ibii., p. 97. 
3rbid. 
4Ibid., p.98. 
5Ibid., p. 99. 
' 
I 
II 
II 
I! 
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li 
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On April 6, 1937, RCA reported tbatt 
• • • the Columbia Broadcasting System has just 
announced its plans to enter the field of high-definition 
television. That company has placed with us, this '\'leek, 
an order for the manufacture of a modern RCA television 
transmitter to6be installed on the Chrysler Building in New York C~ty. 
I! 
il 
II 
II 
!i !l 
I 
II 
II 
While CBS was off the air, improvements were made in the qualit, 
of both receiving and transmitting equipment. The new cathode il 
ray system was designed to give a larger and Sharper picture. 
CBS was once again ready to go on the air, but it did not be-
gin broadcasting to the general public until 19~1.7 DUring 
q 
II 
il 
II II I 
' 
l 
the period from 1937 to 19~1, CBS reported that it n .. • .. was II 
I li ij 
spending at a rate of about $1,000,000 a year on television 
• • • and it had not gone on the air yet. u8 
il ll 
I• II 
ii 
II ,. 
' ~ 
II 
During 1939, CBS continued preparations for television :: I! ;: broadcasting from its Ne\>1 Yorlt station. Studio facilities were i' 
constructed and equipment installed in the Grand Central 
il 
li 
1: 
i1 
Terminal Building. Along with the new cathode ray system, a il 
high power sound and picture transmitter was placed in the 
Chrysler Tawer.9 \ihile this equipment was being tested and 
adjusted, design worlt vJas also started on a television mobile 
:\ 
•I jl 
p 
!I 
!I 
------------------------------------------------------------- 'I 
,I 6Gleason L. Archer, Big Business and Radio (Ne'\v York: The American Historical Company, Inc., 1939), p. 442. 
7Hubbell, p. 1~. 
8Ibid., p. 139· 
9Annual Report of the Columbia Broadcasting SYstem. 
for the Year Ending December 30, 1939 {New York: Columbia 
.. ]3r.oadcasting system, Inc.' 1940). 
--==91'= .. . . -· 
II 
II 
li q 
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ij !. 
unit, which would allow stationary or in-motion operation.lO 
I During the s~ae year, William S. Paley, Pres~dent of the 
Columbia Broadcasting System, told his stockholders: 
il 
il 
:! 
" II 
:i 
!i During the year a great deal of study has been given I! 
to the question of television program content, and many 11 
kinds of program material and production techniques have !1 
been analyzed and deveJ.opad. Extensive experimental work 11 
is being done with special equipment for
1
simplifying ·I 
problems of visualization and animation. L Ji 
Although most or CBS's efforts in 194o were concentrate1 
in the field of color television, engineering progress continue~! 
.I 
Once again \'lilliam !I in standard black and white transmission. 
,I 
ij 
Paley sta:e~ ~~:: program materials were devaloped, progress 1! 
was made in changing our Ne'tv York transmitter over to the /1 
new frequency assigned by the Federal Communications 11 
Commission, and construction permits for1~elevision station~! 
1 
in Chicago and Los Angeles were granted. 11 
II By the end of 194o, television broadcasting to the general 1! 
public ag;eared technically feasible. !l II !j ii 
J During the winter of 1940-41, the Federal Communication~~ 
1 Commission studied the latest engineering developments in i: 
ii 
television broadcasting. Discussions and hearings by represent~ 
il 
II tives of the industry before the Commission revealed that there !I 
I was sufficient agreement as to just v1hat the transmission 11 
II 
I 
II 
------------------------------------------------------------- II 
lOibid. 
11Ibid. 
12nid. 
I! II 
I 
:1 
'I II li 
'l 
ii 
-11-\ 
officiallY adopted II standards should be.13 These standards were 
;I 
on May 3, 1941, allowing commercial television to begin opera- \I ,, 
!i 
tions on July 1, 1941.14 On July 1st, CBS inaugurated a black II 
and white television program schedule of 15 hours per week,l5 
which complied with the regulations announced by the Federal 
communications Commi.ssion. The new call letters of CBS Tale-
vision in New York became WCBW.16 
II 
il q 
" 
II 
I' ;! 
!I 
•! 
i. 
i1 
II 
!! 
ii l; 
!I 
ll 
The first news and public affairs program on CBS Tele- II 
J; 
vision was broadcast on JUly 1, l941. As Hubbell describes it• !i 
• i! 
At 3:30 o'clock that afternoon, without any fanfare 
of any sort, CBS Television went on the air \vi th tele-
vision's first, up-to-the-minute, visualized news service, 
stressing the geographic aspects of the world-encircling 
war and America's position in it.l7 
This regular news and public affairs feature was made visual. 
with the aid of specially designed maps. 
!i 
II 
\1 II 
II 
I' J 
ij 
II 
il 
I' 
1: Another important public affairs program was broadcast 11 
'I I 
to the New York viewing public in late 1941. 
December 7, 1941, was a SUnday, and WCBS - operating ,j 
under an experimental license at the time -was not trans- Jl 
1--------------------------------------------------- I 
I, l.3Jlubbell, p. 152. 
14Ibid., p. 153· 
15Annual Report of the Columbia Broadcasting System, 
for the Year Endin December 1 l 40 (New York: Columbia 
Broadcasting System, Inc., 19 1 • 
16aubbell, p. 15~. 
17 
I 
lj I, 
ll 
-.J2-!i 
mitting programs on SUndays. At around 2.:.4o P .. H., 
Adrian l~rphy, Executive Director of CBS Television, 
issued the order to put the station on the air and cover 
the outbreak of war in the Pacific. At 8:45 P~r., \VCBW 
went on the air. The program, given by Gilbert Seldes, 
CBS Television Program Director, and myself I Richard 
Hubbell7, included a roundup or the news, together with 
the latest b~letins and background developments to add 
perspective.l 
il d II 
I• 
II 
il il ,, 
il 
!I 
!i 
lj 
Other programs of a public affairs nature were offered; for 11 
example, the twice-vJeeklY programs presented by the Hetropoli- 11 
il tan Museum of Art presenting its treasures to the viewing audi- n 
lj 
ence. · A large ·number of programs were devoted to the war 
effort, presenting the work of many service organizations and 
agencies, including the Army, Navy, Coas.t Guard, Marine Corps, 
I, ,, 
il I; 
il 
i! 
II I' d i! 
;l 
Treasury Department, Office of Emergency l1anagement, Department 1: 
of the Interior, Department of Agriculture, the Red Cross, and ii 
il 
other groups.19 During the first five months of 1942, the 1: 
television programming of CBS was expanded, and improvements ' H 
"t·rere made in both style and teclmique or progrE!.lll production. j! 
I 
!i The development of television was interrupted by the 11 
!i 
II Second \'lorld lvar, with its great need for electronic parts !! .I 
'I 
I and other types of equipment for government use. In 19lt-2 J! 
I 'i j the Federal Communications Coiimlission suggested a reduction in il 
1 
authorized television broadcasting time :from :fifteen hours to ij 
! 
------------------------------------------------------------
18Ibid. 
I 
:I 
= 
I! 
il 
!I I. 
!I 
!I ,, 
I 
I. -13- ij 
and II I four hours a week. 20 CBS complied with this suggestion, 
! I i:tas happy to do so because of the work load imposed on a 
I 
!i 
il 
!! I depleted staff and the burden put upon non-replacable equipment II 
I by a 
I 
il fifteen hour programming week. The Board Chairman of CBS II 
'I I told his stockholders, 11 ••• experimental development in the 
I program department did not cease, but was of necessity limited 
I in scope.••2l 1-!r. Paley also stated that television news broad-
II li 
il !I 
!i 
,I 
casting had, for the time being, become a war casualty.22 tl 0. ii n 11 
II 
I
, the other hand, public affairs type broadcasting continued. As 1! 
. an ey...a.mple, a regular viCBW feature was a complete course in Red ii 
I 
Cross work, broadcast in cooperation with the Red Cross, and 
directed by Worthington Hiner and Ruth Norman .. 23 
Within the limitations imposed on Columbia by war 
restrictions there was no lack of television programming 
I activity. Valuable ~ormation was gained and creative ideas 
developed. Throughout 19~3 and 1944 CBS Television continued 
i to expand. The Annual Report summarized the situation: 
I 
II 
On Hay 5, 19~, CBS resumed twice weekly the broad-
cast of "live" television programs from its station \·lCBtv, 
York:. 
21Ibid. 
22staff o.r CBS News, Television News Reporting (New 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1958), p. 6. 
23Hubbell, p. 197. 
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II ~~~g;:~· fo~5 a 0~o:~e~~e~fbo~~Jk~ ~~!~\~~~~9 from 4 11 II the transmitter in the pilma..cle of the Chrysler building.2 !! 
I More than one-fourth of the total television broadcasting time 1\ 
I was taken up by ~-related broadcasts. These programs were, ;! ij li 
u 
•I 
11 
• • • directly designed as war broadcasts, war messages !I 
li 
i integrated in programs, and special announcements. u25' Although i! 
I ij 
\vCBS broadcast only on Thursday and Friday nights from 8:00 P.M.I! 
II 
to 9:00 P.M.26 the type and diversity of studio broadcasts can 11 
,I 
I 
be realized from the following analysis of public affairs type 
programs broadcast during 1944.27 
CBS PUBLIC AFFAIRS TYPE BROADCASTING 
DURmG 19ltl+ 
NU1'1BER 
NEVJS' • • • • • • • • • • • • 63. 
DISCUSSION. • • • • • • • • 59. 
SPECIAL EVENTS. • • • • • • 21. 
EDUCATION •••••••••• 4. 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
TIME 
16 HOUBS 
26 HOURS 
15 HOURS 
2 HOURS 
I This analysis of studio broadcasts does not include nearly 
I 
j! one hundred additional film programs .. 28 During 1944, more :~ ______________________________ _ 
27Ibid. 
il 
II 
I• 
!' 
i! 
i; 
II I• !j 
'; 
28Ibid., These film programs were not of a public affa~l 
nature. ,. 
II 
II ,, 
ij 
" 
!I 
il 
II 
1\ 
ll 
~5 d 
I than one hUndred distinguished personalities appeared befor: -~~ 
1
1 
television caneras.. These people represented such fields as lj 
II 
I. stage, radio, la-v1, politics, literature, education, journalistn, ll I il ! and public opinion. 29 ll 
I' 
,I 
Because of the war effort almost no nevi television sets li ,, 
II 
,
1 
'\-rere. sold, and the viewing audience for CBS programs was very ll 
1 small. But William Paley predicted that television would grow i: 
·I II ! at a tremendous speed after the war ended: 11 
I
I The experience, skills, and techn:l.ques developed in !l 
this field, the electronic engineers who are adapting n 
I themselves to the critical new problems of modern warfare, li both are certain to play an important role in planning the li 
1 post-war development of television.30 i! 
I A.fter the itJar ended, CBS Television resumed its development. :i 
IITotal hours of broadcasting increased by 34 percent over 194-5.31!1 
By the end of 1946 the regular television schedule encompassed !! 
I approximately ten hours each -v1eek, while "liven programming !i 
I il ,, 
j occupied 87 percent of the total schedule.32 The major public II 
I affairs effort in that year vias a nine installment filmed !: 
I il 1 program called 110peration Crossroads, u a documentary record of !I 
I !! 
,j '! .~--------------------------------!; !j :: 
ii 29Ibid. 
II ,. 
Inc. 
I 
" 
System, 
,! 
I! 
li 
,! 
II 
I' 
II 
II 
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li 
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II 
the Bikini atom bomb test.33 jj 
In 1947 television continued to grow in many ways. One II 
h 
measure of this growth can be seen by comparing the production !! 
of television sets. During 1946 there were o{)ly 6,475 tele- II 
" vision receivers produced in the United States. In the follow- jl 
4 d ing year, television receiver production reached 178,571.3 il 
p 
III ;I 
;I ,, 
il 
Public affairs programming came to the fore once again \1 
in 1948, when CBS Television covered the national political 
conventions. At the time of these broadcasts there were only 
some 400,000 American homes equipped with television sets. 
These mceivers v1ere concentrated in a narrow strip along the 
!I 
:1 il 
eastern seaboard .35 Television was something that many people !! 
I, 
had never seen before, and it was a medium that political 
candidates had no experience with. The CBS News Department 
stated: "Television that steaming summer brought political 
!i 
II l,·~.·l conventions to the American people. The conferences on the
1 
! .. ,.JI
1
· 
convention floor, the wild surge of demonstration, the smoke-
ll_r_i_l_l_e_d_r_o_o_m_s_, _t_h_e_b_i_g_a_n_d_l_i_t_t_l_e_m_e_n_al_l_c_am_e_a_l_i_v_e_._"_3_6 ____ ff 
II 33 1,. 
lj' Staff of CBS News, Television Ne'tvs Reporting, p. 6. 
I I 
I 34rbid., P·7· I' 
35sig Nickelson, 11Television and the Voter, u An Address ./ 
before the Radio-Television Executives Society, New York, N.Y., 1! 
October 28, 1959.. !. 
li 
36staff of CBS News, Television Ne't'ls Reporting, p. 8. 1i 
;) 
I 
I 
II 
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II 
The year 1948 may well have been one of the most impor-~.~ 
tant formative years in the early history of both CBS Televisio1 
and the Public Affairs Department. Progress was swift on three!! 
II 
fronts: (l) program presentations, (2) the development of 
ji 
rl ii 
II 
In that year the II facilities, and (3) in advertiser acceptance. 
II 
network grew from one New Y-erk station to thirty television \I 
li 
outlets across the country. It served market areas representin, 
50 percent of the nation's effective purchasing power.37 On ~~ 
,. 
February 17, new television studios v1ent under construction in II 
New York City with advanced design and equipment. William 
Paley told his stockholders: 
At an expenditure of over $1,000,000 CBS. Television 
has completed the reconstruction of its major studios 
in New Iork, commonly acknowledged by the industry as 
the most effective8facilities for programming production in all the world.j 
In the area of public afrairs, a discussion program, 
,, 
il 
h 
d 
I' 
ii 
Ji 
,I 
II 
,, 
j v1hich later became "Face The Nation, n took. to the air, and an iJ !I 
li 
I 
agricultural prograra along with a religious drama and dis- li 
,! ,, 
cussion entitled t~amp Unto My Feet," became important ~orma- II 
I' !~ tional programs.39 On June 1, 1948, '!lie The People" began 11 
39rnterview ,.,i th Dr. George Crothers, Director of 
Public Service Broadcasting, CBS, December 22, 1959. 
I 
;I 
,, 
~ I 
;: 
., 
! 
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'i 
production as the first regularly scheduled public affairs 
., 
il ,, 
1: 
ij 
program to be broadcast simultaneously on both radio and tale- II 
ll 
vision.40 In August, an experiment in extemporaneous partici- !I 
ji 
pation by the general public was attempted. The subject of jj 
the program was ttWhat Can We Do About The High Cost O:t' Living?" 
During the first twenty minutes, two authorities 
discussed the question, but the remainder of the pro-
gram was carried by people who gathered before the 
mobile television unit. There was a technical arrange-
ment bet1'Jeen the street and the studio so that, in 
effect, the street interviewers and the studio experts 
came face to face by means of a television screefh 
seen alike in the studio and on the mobile u_~it. 
The year 1949 was not as spectacular in public affairs 
J 
II 
il q 
!j li !I 
:; 
1l 
IJ 
II 
1 
development as 1948, but progress did continue. The staff of 
li il j! 
CBS Television increased in 1949 until 427 full-time employees 
I 
were devoted exclusively to ·t;elevision activities. 42 But in 
1 
the area of advertising revenues CBS was still operating at a 
\loss. Its losses in 1~4-9 were over t1·Jelve million dollars. lt-3 
ii I! 
1: 
II 
li ;l 
H 
h p 
I il 4oAnnual Report of the Columbia Broadcasting System, jl 
Inc., for the Y.ear Ending .January 1, 1,242, p. 12.. 1! 
I lrl:nora Schreiber, "Television's New Ioiom in Public II 
! Affairs, u Hollywood c;ruarterly (Winter 1950), p. 150. 11 
I ,1 
I 4 1! 
!; RcolUillbia Broadcasting System, Inc., Network Practices, 11j 
A Memorandum SUpplementing the statement of Frank Stanton, .
1 President, prepared for the Senate Committee on Interstate ', 
Commerce (New York:: Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., .rune 1\ 
1956)' p. 19. 
43 l1 
76. "Tel.evision's Time of Trouble," Fortune, August, 1951~1! 
II 
II 
!; 
! ~ 
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Yet Paley was able to say that the 1949 volume of advertising 
was :r.orty times the volume of the first quarter of 1948.44 
With the outbreak of the Korean \•lar in 1950, the 
II 
II 
li 
!I 
II 
., 
' 
Public Affairs Department extended i.ts programming to meet the li 
!, 
ii 
I' 
added challenee of keeping the public informed. With the 1: 
development of network television45 many areas began to receiv~ 
a balanced schedule of public affairs programs which dovetailed li 
I' il 
with the local programming of independently owned and operated II 
il 
stations comprising the CBS Network. 46 II 
An example of the range and depth of public affairs L li II 
programs can be found in the coverage of United Nations debates~l 
Franlc stanton points out that in 1950 " • • • CBS broadcast a. 
total of 110 hours of telecasts from the Uhited Nations. 1J+7 
i! 
d ji 
" !I 
il ;! 
An article in 'b Ne\.z York Times of J"uly 8, 1950, gives a reac- II 
1! 
ltlf.A:nnual Report of the Columbia Broadcasting System, il 
Inc., for the Year Ending January 1, 1949, p. 7. I! 
!l 
I . 45J3y the end of 1950, the total number of CBS Televisioi1j 
Affiliates grew to 61. Also according to the Annual Report to \ 
the Stockholders for 195'0, ~ stations were receiving trans- .1 
I missions from New York, via microwave of coaxial cable, which II , reached south to Jacksonville, north to Boston, north-west to II 
Minneapolis, and v1est to Omaha and Kansas City. 11 
46Frank Stanton, A Statement before the Senate CommitteJ11
1 
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Washington, D.C., June 12, 11 
1202§. lj 
47Annual Report of the Columbia Broadcasting SYstem, I 
Inc., for the Year Ending December ~1, 1950 (New York: Columbia! 
1 Broadcasting System, Inc., 1951), p.6. I! 
!I 
li 
i 
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tion to this type of ~otl.ai. programming. 
,. 
; ~ 
li 
11 
This £coverage of the United NationS] was television's lj 
greatest show and its greatest contribution to public 11 
service. It was a fortaste of vJh.at the medium can mean. il 
The broadcast of important debates in Congress, of state II 
legislative proceedings on ~ccasion, even of the delibera- j, 
tions of local government, J.s a natural sequel warranted ·I 
by the intense interest shown in those U.N. broadcasts. :1 
we congratulate the Columbia Broadcasting System .. • •~-~on ill 
this service from Lake Success as pointing to other benefit 
to our peoplfl.sin other than mere amusement pleasant as 1 
that may be. . I 
q 
Early in the development of public affairs broadcasting William II 
H 
Paley stated what he believed should be 1be phi~osophy behind il 
II 
;j this type of programming: ttt·Ie give the people what they want 
li 
to hear and vie experiment with their willingness to hear other !I 
things for which they may not even know they have an appetite. ulf 
:I 
ll 
This philosophy was reflected in CBS public affairs programs 11 
H l; 
during 1950. 1 
I li 
\l 
ii 
In the area of broadcasting government proceedings, 
CBS covered the first meeting of the President•s Cabinet ever 
held in public. The meeting was held on the stage of the I' 
II Chicago Opera House,. with Vice-President Alben W. Barkley pre- 11 
and all departments represented.50 There are many II 
II 
;: 
examples of collaboration between the Federal government ,: il 
------------------------------------------------------ II 
lt8The New York Times, July 8, 1950, p. 48.. I 
I, II 
II 
I ,, 
II 
,I q 
li 
:! I Inc. 
" n 
!! 
II il 
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\!and the Public Affairs Department. One example vJas a program 
II called, "Diplomatic Pouch, 11 which ran for eleven weeks during 
I. 
lithe summer of 1950. Every SUnday afternoon an official of the 
il 
State Department gave a short talk on some vital aspect of 
American foreign policy and was questioned by three CBS news-
This program later became ttFace The Nation.n51 
The conditions imposed by the half-war, half-peace 
economy existing in 1950 were reflected in a special series 
I 
lor public affairs programs entitled nLook to the East." This 
!program analyzed the military, political, and economic 
I 
I significance of the Korean vlar. 52 Similarly, on September 24, 
Ia f?rty-five minute public affairs program called ·~rimer for 
!1survival" offered a detailed look at the problems to be faced i! !lin case of atomic attack. 53 On the lighter side, the Inter-
rational Flower Show was telecast from Nevr York in Harch 1950 
ror the first t1me.54 
I Many of the new programs developed in 1950 needed more 
~tudio and production space than was available. Before the 
~ear ended, CBS acquired three new studios and renovated two 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
II 
·I 
'i 
heatres in New York for television broadcasting. Construction 
p. 16. 
5l+Ibid., p. 12. 
I' II 
!I 
,' 
li 
j, 
I 
-
22
-ll 
was also started on a nevJ television center in Hollywood. 55 II 
'I The year of ~951 brought further challenge and develop-li 
CBS carried a greatly expanded schedule of public affair~ ment. 
and informational programs.56 These programs covered awide 
!I 
il ij 
!J 
range of subject matter. In religious broadcasting, a number o~ 
!,I' programs were developed through close cooperation with the 
Federal Council of Churches of Chris.t in Junerica, the National l1 
!I 
Council of Catholic Men, and the Jewish Theological Seminary 
of America. As evidence of the br~ of its contacts, CBo 
Television worked with over 150 agenc.ies and· organizations in 
1951, in the preparation of program material. 
Once again CBS covered the meetings of the United 
Nations in daily and weekly broadcasts from the General 
Assembly meetings in the Palais de Chaillot. Official UN 
films were flown from Paris to New Y.ork each day.57 These 
" 'Ill 
'I h ;I 
II 
,I 
II q 
ll ,. 
H 
II 
I 
I 
li 
ij 
II 
United Nations programs were shown exclusively on CBS Televisio~ · 
I• 
beginning November 11, 1951.58 jl 
,I 
The CBS Public Affairs Department broadcast many other II 
I! 
important events during 1951. The Annual Report lists the 
follo\ving: 
••• the President's •state of the Union• address 
to Congress in January; joint hearing of the Senate's 
li 
;j 
I' jl 
ll II 
II 
----------------------------------------------------------1) 
55Ibid., p. 32 .. 
56Ibid., p. 13. 
57Ibid., p. 
58rbid. 
II 
II 
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/! 
II Armed Services and Foreign Relations Committees, at which General 11arshall and secretary Acheson testified; 
General MacArthur's return and report to Congressi 
New York and \vashington hearings of the Senate Crl.me 
Investigating Committee, with senator Kefauver as 
Chairman; the coast-to coast broadcast of th~9names of 3,198 American prisoners of vJar in Korea./' 
Typinal of public affairs efforts during 1951 was an 
American Red Cross program instructing in civil defense 
techniques ' 11It I s Up To You. 11 "The Facts \'le Face, 11 a roundup 
of the vJork of the Atomic Energy Commission, and ttA Year of 
~·lar, u a program marking the first anniversary of the Korean 
\'lar, ~e among b more signif1cant public affairs. offerings 
that year.60 Other programs produced by the Public Affairs 
Department were: "The Challenge of the Fifties," 11The Big 
QUestion, n tfMan of the \'leek," 11Your Soldier Son, u and uLamp 
Unto MY Feet.u61 
In 1951 television became a nation-wide medium, with 
'I I. 
ll 
I, 
I! 
II 
I I, 
~ : li 
-I 
'I II II 
lj 
I: 
the opening of coast-to-coast microwave and coaxial facilities. !I 
!! 
!I The first coast-to-coast broadcast was the Japanese Peace :1 
il ,, 
Treaty Conference from San Francisco in September.62 ilj 
'jl li 
1 During 1951 ECh1ard R. HurrovJ and Fred W. Friendly !; 
I !! 
I produced vlha t was called: tt • • • the most widely hailed of q i ~ 
!1--------------------------------------------------------------- I II 
59Ibid.' li P• llt. !I 
I' 60Ibid., I I 
I 61Ibid., l 62Ibid., i I 
p. 27. 
p. lt9. 
p. 6. 
" II ll 
II 
I 
(i 
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IJ 
all the year's program achievements.n63 The program '\'Ias II 
h 
"See It Now, tt a. v1eekly public affairs feature, using both !l 
film "'echniques and live intervievis.6lt Many other information- il 
al programs of 1951 had a real impact. \then CBS televised II 
I hearings by Senate Committees on Crime, for example, one ~~ 
I. committee Chairman, Senator Estes Kefauver, became nationally I I I! ~1. known.65 ll 
II 111!· By the end of 1951, CBS had a total of sixty-two .. 
I' 'I h 
I
I affiliates, and the Television Division was established as a ij
1 
. separate body. By the end of the year, thanks to station 
l, .'1!, earnings, the company was beginning to operate at a profit. 
I IV II 
l1 li I From the point of view of history, electronic journali~ 
is extraordinar:i)Y young. It was not until just before World 1! 
I! 
\var II that CBS began to broadcast informational programs. 66 11 
II 
It took much time and effort for the Public Affairs Department I! 
i! 
to evolve into a forceful informational programming service 
I 
I! 
II vii thin 
I 
the Television Division. Sig Mickelson, President of 
II 
II 
l! 
i! 
63Ibid., p. 13. 
6ltrbid. 
:• 
65sig Mickelson, "Television and 1b.e Voter, u An Address 
before the Radio-Television Executives Society, Net·l York, N.Y., ji 
I October 28, 1959. i/ 
! 66Frank Stanton, A Talk before the Radio-Television l: 
! 
II 
:I 
Netvs Directors Association, New Orleans, Louisiana, October 16, !I 
Jfo.'6. il ~ il 
II 
'I l,, 
II 
II 
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II j: CBS News, has given two reasons for this slow development: 
One is that the television net,'1orks had to establish 
first of all a sound economic base before they could 
pour the necessary sums into costly programs which then 
/Up to 19517 had a limited hope of even partial return. 
Secondly, there were not enough tra±ned producers, direc-
tors, and '\•Triters able to bring 1:ihe high degree of talent 
to serious information that others could bring to 
entertainment.67 
The year 1951 brought to a close the first twenty 
years of television broadcasting by the Columbia Broadcasting 
System. It inaugurated what may be looked upon as the ten 
I 
II 
II !I li 
II !I li 
.I 
II ll !l 
II )I 
'I I, 
II 
II 
1: 
most fruitful years in the history of the company's television 11 
I' 
.I 
operations. In the process of this developmen·t, public affairs 11 
and informational broadcast~g was expanded to become a more 
significant and compell~ force in television. 
il 
i• I! 
H 
!i 
li 
.! 
II i: 
li 
!I 
i· 
ll 
'I 
1: II 
II 
I! 
II 
II 
!I 
II 
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!I ;; 
'I 
., 
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--------------------------------------------------------------- il 
67sig Mickelson, uTV Accepts its Greatest Challenge," 
Television, May 1958, p. 8~. 
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ii 
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i 
Democracy as a form of government 
is especially dependent upon an inform-
ed public opinion for its successful 
functioning. 
Marbury B. Ogle, Jr. 
CHAPTER II 
PUBLIC A,ti-tp'AIRS BROADCASTDfG AND THE NETIIDRK STRUCTURE 
Toda~ more than ever before, the American people depend· 
on television to supply them with information. Because of this 
dependence, both television net\·J'Orks and their many departments,. 
have a great responsibility. This is to help keep the public 
informed. Because of this, television must be concerned with 
public affairs broadcasting. Through this type of broadcast-
ing the CBS Television Net1·10rk is able to meet part of its 
responsibility. An understanding of the way in which public 
affairs broadcasting fits into the net1.vork structure is of 
great importance to this study. 
The Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., is composed of 
eight separate organizations. The word ttseparate" must be 
stressed since CBS is ~tted to what Dr. Stanton, President 
of CB~calls a decentralized philosophY of organizatian.l 
These organizations are: CBS Laboratories, CBS Internationa1,2 
lFrank Sta...l'l.ton, An Address before the Central States 
of the Investment Bankers Association of America 
2Annual Re art of the Columbia Broadcastin S stem 
Inc., for the Year Endi;n_g January 2 2 19 0 Ne\v York: Broadcasting System, Inc., 1960). 
• 
• 
•• 
!:cBs Electronics, and Columbia Records.3 
!!ed with t·v1o of these organizations: 
!:cast division which operates the CBS Television Netv10rlq and 
! 
iicBs Neivs which is the provider of all ne\vs, public affairs, 
H 
'I 
':and sports programs presented by the netw.ork. ;: 
From 1951 until late 1957, the Neivs and Public Affairs 
Department was part of CBS Television. In 1957, CBS News be-
came the identification for all news and public affairs pro-
gramming broadcast on both CBS Radio and CBS Television.4 In 
II 
~ l 
January of 1958, CBS News became a separate operating 
H 
. . . 5 !i dl VlSlOn. il 
:I il 
:: 
The operating departments of CBS News are the News, ~ ! q 
iiPublic Ji..ffairs, and Sports Departments.6 
;, 
All programs which 
i:originate from any of these three departments are considered to il 
" I ; ~ ! 1 
i!be productions of CBS News. 7 
:i 
The Public Affairs Department is separate from other i 'I 
I ~ 
'I 
-------------------------------------------------------------------;1 
i: 3cBs International is the only one of the eight organi- 11 
!izations vlhich plays no role in bringing radio and television ji
1 !iprograms to the general public. il 
4Annual Re ort of the Columbia Broadcast· ii 
ifor the Year Endin December 2 1 New York: ,; 
·!Broadcasting System, Inc., 19 , p. 8. 
,: 5Annual Re· ort of the 
I• 
•
1for the Year Endin Januar 
;,Broadcasting System, Inc., 19 
~ ; 
;! 6nThe 1958 Annual Revievl of CBS News, 11 Prepared by CBS 
!!News (New York, 1959) p. 1. (Mimeographed) 
I 
ij 
:; 
!!April 
= il 
7rntervievl '\vi th Sig Hickelson, Pres. :jBS News, New York, 
15, 1960 • 
= = 
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departments or CBS News, with a separate administrative organi-
zation. But in the area of production, starr members may be 
assigned to any department at any time. Each department may 
draw ~pon the production resources of other departm~ once 
a program is produced by the Public Affairs Department, the pro-
gram may be sold to either CBS Television, CBS Radio, or to an 
independent organization. Programs sold to any Columbia divi-
sion are merely paper transactions. The Public Al"fairs Depart-
ment operates as a nbus1ness 11 of its ovm '\'li thin the C:BS corpor-
ate structure. 
It is the function of the Public Affairs Department to 
give perspective and mea:ring to "straight newst1 programs pro-
duced by the News Depar~mant. In other worcts, it takes over 
where straight news leaves off. Its service ranges over all 
aspects of world and national events, including art, science, 
humanities, and religion. The Department not only supplies this 
wide range of programming, but also has the spacial responsi-
bility of projecting the image of Columbia to the viewer.8 
The Public Affairs Department derives most of its 
financial support rrom the Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.; 
and is also an outgrowth of the parent company. Because of 
this, there has been a special development of network policy 
in relation to the Public Al·fairs Department. As the Depart-
ment has expanded into a national communications service, nat-
8Ibid. 
e e t 
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work policy has played an important role in shaping its growth : 
and development. 
II 
The first and obvious question is: Why should CBS con-
cern itself with organizing and maintaining a Public Affairs 
Department? The reasons can be traced back to 1929 vmen the 
Federal Radio Commission listed "public questions" as a neces-
sary area of broadcasting. There may be some question as to 
whether CBS would have formed a Public Affairs Department as 
an important part of the network structure if federal regulation 
did not require ttpublic affairs type 11 broadcasting. If there 
was any doubt about such a federal requirement, it was removed 
in 1946 when the Federal Communications Commission emphasized 
such broadcasting mandatory. During that year the FCC made 
public its Blue Book, The Public Service Responsibility of 
Broadcast Licensees, which stipulates that: . 
• • • the public interest clearly reqUires that an 
adequate amount of time be made available for the dis-
cussion of public issues; and the Commission, in deter-
mining whether a station has served the public interest, 
will take into consideration the amount of time which 
~as bee~ or will be devoted to the discussion of public 
J.ssues. ';) 
By establishing a Public Affairs Department, the nen10rk struc-
ture of CBS has been able to meet part of its responsibility 
9Federal Communications Commission, Public Service 
Res onsibilit of Broadcast Licensees: Part III, Sect. C 
Wash., D.C.:: u.s. Government Printing Office, 1946), p. 4o .. 
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to both the federal government and society. 
Several other reasons for the establishment and develop-
ment of a Public Affairs Department at CBS have been given. 
Frank Stanton has stated that the Public Affairs Department is 
· operated in the belief that the CBS Television Network has a 
basic responsibility as an instrument of public information 
and understanding.lO Dr. George D. Crothers, Director of 
Public Service Broadcasting, has given a two-fold reason for 
the incorporation of the Public Affairs Department into the 
netv1ork structure: ttThe Public Affairs Department meets the 
responsibility a network has toward its viewing audience, and 
at the same time develops a good corporate image.nll Thus the 
Department is viewed as fulfilling programming and a prestige 
building role. 
III 
The end product of the Public Affairs Department is its 
programs. And the importance attached to these programs in the 
total networlc structure is significant in determining the CBS 
attitude to its public affairs service. A primary consideration. 
is program balance. CBS has pointed out that the programs of 
the Public Affairs Department help to maintain an over-all pro-
of 
llinterview with Dr. George Crothers, Director of Public 
Service Broadcasting, CBS News, New York, December 22, 1959. 
gram balance for the network. 
• • • our effort must be to strike a good balance 
between pleasing most of the people most of the ·time on 
the one hand, and on the other hand including in our 
program schedule a reasonab1e proportion of programs for 
what at the moment may be less than the majority of the 
people.l2 
William Paley has declared that u • • • the principles of fair-
ness and balance ••• form the cornerstone of all net¥;ork 
policy and structure.ul3 Stanton has suggested that the net-
work feels Public Affairs programs can: 
••• help educate, but we cannot be education. We 
can give the pulpit a wider range, but we cannot be reli-
gion. We can help the American home, but we cannot be 
parents. The true and proper function of television in 
our society is not to make a perfect world, ••• but to 
meet the world as we find it; to show it to itself warts 
and all; to make it bef¢er informed and hopefully happier, 
and to mal{e it aspire. · 
Stanton has also stated that the network believes it has a 
responsibility and obligation to devote the same degree of 
importance to planning and developing public affairs programs 
as it does to major sponsored entertainment shows.l5 
1~ank Stanton, A Statement before the Federal Communi-
cations Commission, Wash., D.C., January 29, 1960. 
13lvilliam s. Paley uThe Road to Responsibility u An 
Address before the Nationai Association of Radio and TeleviSion 
Broadcasters, Chicago, HaY 25, 195lf. 
A 
Ma 
15A Memorandum SUpplementing the Statement of Frank 
Stanton, Prepared for the Senate Committee on Interstate and 
Commerce, by the Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., \vashington, 
D.c., June, 1956. 
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The Public Affairs Department has been woven into the 
fabric of CBS network programming to a greater deg~ee each year~ 
Thus the relationship beh1een the Department and the Network 
can be seen from the increasingly large segment of time given 
to public affairs programs. In 1959 public affairs programming 
represented a very significant portion of the total net\-Jork 
schedule.l6 The emphasis on public affairs programs has con-
tinued.l7 
The following statistical analysis gives an example or 
' 
the amount of time the CBS Netrv1ork devotes to public affairs 
broadcasting. This chart lists broadcasts on the CBS Television 
Net'\<IOrk from netv10rk sign-on to sign-off, January through 
1-<farch, 196o.l8 
CLASSIFICATION OF CBS TELEVISION NET't-.lORK 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAJ:ll1ll{G (NETWORK SIGN-ON TO SIGN-OFF, 
JA1IDARY THROUGH MARCH, 1960) 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Discussion 
Documentary 
Education 
Religion 
Public Affairs TOTAL 
Im.S:HIN 
17:30 
22;30 
6:15 
!3·~ 1 
PQ% 6F TOTAL PROGRAMJ:fiNG; 
1~7 
2.2 
.6 
~ 
16A complete _listing of all public affairs programs 
aired on the CBS Television Network, from September 1 to Decem-
ber 31, 1959, listing title, date, time of broadcast, and con-
tent, may be found in Appendix A. 
17 Sig Mickelson, urt f s Not Enough to Fill Time? It An Ad-
dress before the 1 th Annual Radio and Television InstJ.tute 
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, January 27, 19 o. 
18Frank Stanton, A Statement bef.Ore. the Federal Communi-
cations Commission, \vashington, D.C. 2 January 29 2 1960. 
-······· "'=--·== 
Another example of the growing trend toward increased 
public affairs emphasis, is the recent announcement by CBS 
Television that it plans to devote a full hour of prime evening 
time each week during the 1960-61 season for programming in the 
areas of public information, culture, and education, utilizing 
not only the full resources of the Public Affairs Department 
but also of the networl{ as a \vhole. 
The status of the Public Affairs Depar.tment in the 
CBS Netv10rk structure, and its continued development ·within 
this framework, has been summed up in a sta·tement by James 
Aubrey, President of the CBS Television Net\-Jork::. "We're hope-
ful of finding the happy combination where you a.ppeal to the 
popular taste and program in the public interest. Remember, 
we're an industry that can 1 t just give lip service to our 
responsibilities.ul9 
l9"Aubrey of CBS, A Ne\'J Era Ahead, u Television, septem-
ber 1959, p. 108. 
"It was the best of times, it was 
the worst of times • • • it was the 
season of Light, it was the season of 
Darkness. • • u 
Charles Dickens 
Tale of Two Cities 
===-·--·-·=== 
CHAPTER III 
THE PUBLIC AFFAIRS DEP ARTMEN'T 
In our present day climate of events the public must 
be informed, so that they can make decisions v1isely and quickly., 
This is a ne'W age in which we live, with a changing set of 
world conditions. Via broadcasting the evidence on which to 
base decisions concerning essential issues is available in 
virtually every home. 
Public affairs programming can bring to the public a 
reasonably full image of a changing \vorld. Because the ·sources 
of evidence are vlorld-\'lide, and access to personalities and 
events of world importance is physically and economically closed 
to individual broadcasting stations, a great share of the re-
porting job must be done by networks such as CBS. 
To insure this flmv of information, the Columbia Broad-
casting system operates a separate organization which is CBS 
News. Although CBS. Nevis became a full-fledged semi-autonomous 
division L~ 1958,1 it was not until October 5, 1959, that 
Sig Mickelson was appointed President of CBS News. In announc-
ing this action, Dr. stanton said: uMr. Hickelson1 s appoint-
1 UJ:he 1958 Annual Revievl of CBS News,"Prepared by CBS 
Nev1s (New York, 1959), p. 1. 01imeographed). 
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ment completes the establishment of CBS News as an operating 
division of CBs.n2 Hr. Nickelson had formally been Vice-
President of the Columbia Broadcasting System and General 
1-Ianager of CBS News. Other organizational changes in 1959 
pointed up the growth of CBS News as a service and a component 
of the CBS. corporation. John F. Lynch was named Director of 
Public Affairs, replacing Irving Gitlin. 3 14!'. John Kiermaier 
was named Assistant Director of Public Affairs, which was 
Hr·. Lynch's former post.4 
The organization of the Public !~fairs Department is 
very interesting because it does not 'resemble, except in a very 
general way, the news and information organization of newspaper~ 
magazine, or theatrical newsreel organization. The duties of 
the ttHeads" of the Public Affairs Department, are as followst 
Director of Public Affairs 
The top executive in the Public Affairs Department is 
the Director of Public Affairs. This person oversees report-
ing, editing, and writing of informational programs. It is 
his job to maintain constant contact with the flow of informa-
. tion used on programs. The Director is also responsible for 
2Ibid., p. 14. 
3Ibid., p. 15. 
4Ibid. 
-lto-
all programs aired on the CBS Television Network.5 
Assistant Director of Public Affairs 
The Assistant Director of Public Affairs along •:Jith the 
Director of Public J...ffair s, has under his supervision the dir-
ectors and associate directors who bring the program to the air. 
He not onJy assists in administrative duties, but also main-
tains liason \vi th production and staging facilities of CBS. 
Since there was ample proof that informational program-
ming, when presented vJith imagination and skill, attracts ad-
vertisers as well as audiences,6 in 1958 CBS News created a 
special production unit entitled 11C1•eative Projects. 117 The 
main function of this ~t is to create, develop and produce 
high-quality informa·tional programs which "Hill be of interest 
to sponsors.8 Irving Gitlin, former Director of Public Affair~ 
has been named to direct this unit. }~. Gitlin has developed 
such programs as "The Twentieth Century,u nconquest,u and 
5Interviev! viith Sig :t-'fickelson, President, CBS News, 
Nevi York, April 15, 1960. 
6A complete discussion of sponsor interest in public 
affairs programs can be found in Chapter IV of this study. 
7uThe 1958 Annual Review of CBS News," p. 15. 
8rbid. 
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tfWomanJtt9 All of these programs are nm.v sponsored.10 Another 
special production unit produces the neBs Reportsn series, head-
, ed by Hr. Fred \'1. Friendly .11 Under these men are trained and 
experienced staff personnel. Sig Hickelson has described them 
as an arrogant breed of men, whose backgrounds include documen-
, tary film, wire service, and work vJith newspapers and maga-
zines.l2 
Production 'Units 
The director of each production unit works in conjunc-
tion vli th the director of the program and talent. His main 
responsibility is to supervise each phase of program construc-
tion.l3 
This organization is backed by correspondents and crews 
in the field.14 The flow of information comes to the Depart-
ment from 600 contact and free-lance correspondents at 263 
9A complete listing of all public affairs programs 
broadcast by CBS during the Fall Season (September 1, 1959, to 
December 31, 1959) may be found in Appendixes A and B. 
10nThe 1958 Annual Revie'\-J of CBS News, u p. 15. 
11Ibid. 
p. 96. 
12 uMagic Formula,u Television Age, October 5, 1959, 
13sig Mickelson, uarowth of Television News, 191f6-57, 11 
Journalism Quarterly, XXXIV (SUmmer 1957), p. 306. 
l4Ibid. 
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locations throughout the world.15 The Public Affairs Department 
also has 103 full-time employees.l6 In Washington alone, CBS 
News has a staff of six persons functioning in connection with 
public affairs programs.l7 
Although no figures are available as to staff growth or 
cost of staff maintainance, an example can be seen from the 
total staff growth of the CBS Television Network. To perform 
its function, the netv1ork required a total of 5,lt-93 people as 
of 1-iarch 1956. As of that date, 2,1.t12 of these were employed on 
a full-time basis. This compares with 427 full-time employees 
devoted to the activities of the CBS Television a.s recently as 
19lt-9. During July 1956 the cost of maintaining this organiza-
tion amounted to about $700,000 a week.l8 
In 1955 there were 103 full-time employees in the 
PUblic Affairs Department, a.t a cost of more that $500,000 for 
maintainance and operation.l9 As the organization has develope~ 
its staff continues to grow. An example of the importance 
l5Frank Stanton, A Statement before the Senate Committee: 
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Washington, D.C., June 12, 
122§. 
16columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., tJNetwork Prac-
tices, u. A :Memorandum SUpplementing the Statement of Frank 
Stanton, Prepared for the Senate Committee on Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce (New York: Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., 
1956), p. 22. 
l7Ibid. 
l8Ibid. 
19rbid. 
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given news and public affairs programming, in 1958, CBS employ-
ed only 310 people for entertainment programs, but during this 
same period 378 persons were employed in the area of news and 
public affairs.2° While informational broadcasting may appear 
to take up only a small portion of the network schedule, 
Dr. Stanton has stated that, u ••• money spent in that field 
is just under 25% of the amount spent on entertainment .. u2~ 
II 
In keeping with the growth of public affairs, the 
budget of the Department has also grown.. Although no state-
ment listing the annual budget of the Public Affairs Department 
as a separate unit was made available to the v~iter, an estima-
tion of budget growth can be seen from the budget development 
of the entire News and Public Affairs Division. 
20nNetworks Testify to Public Service,n Broadcasting, 
December 22, 1958, p. ~3. 
21Ibid. 
1957· 
1958. 
1959· 
1960. 
OPERATING BUDGET FOR THE NEWS AND 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS DEPARTI'-!ENTS 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . '. . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
.$1~,40o,ooo.oo~2 
. $16,8oo,ooo.oo2~ 
.$21,5oo,ooo.oo25 
. $25,ooo,ooo.oo 
-4-5-
As an example of the cost involved in the production of 
a public affairs program, the case history of 11The Search" 
proves very interesting. "The searchu 1.vhich reported research 
projects at several different colleges and universities, took 
three and one-half years to produce. Hore than $750,000 was 
spent on it, without recovering any of this cost through spon-
sorship.26 Since no revenues were obtained, the cost of this 
program was financed from the budget of the Public Affairs 
Department. uThe Search, 11 vias a series of programs produced 
to bring the viev1er knowledge of current scientific research 
projects. The planning, conception, and evolution of this 
series illustrates the basic philosophy of the Public Affairs 
Department. 
Preparation of the series began early in January 1951, 
22Ibid. 
23rbid. 
2~uPercy of Bell & Howell, Public Service for Profit,u. 
Television, December 1959, p. 58. 
25Interviev1 \vith Sig Hickelson. 
26uNetvmrk Practices,n Appendix B, p. 7. 
with a series of staff conferences.27 Since the program was to 
deal with aurrent scientific research projects, during the 
Spring of 1951 the Department started to negotiate with a 
major university. During this same period, sample scripts were 
prepared. As the year progressed, another large university 
was contacted, and negotiations were started. Preparation with 
both universities was simultaneous, one on a 11live 11 pr-ogram 
basis, and the other on a film basis. This was done during 
the winter of 1951-52.28 During September 1952, the pilot 
film was completed and revised. By October both the live and 
filmed pilots were rejected since they did not measure up to 
the standards of the Department. Since several members of the 
Public Affairs Department staff felt that the scope of the 
program should be enlarged to include several universities and 
many research projects, research was started to determine 
'\>lhere the scope of the program should be broadened. During 
November, a staff '\>las assigned to make a research trip to 
several universities. throughout the United States. A decision 
was reached by December to film twenty-six programs, each pro-
gram dealing with a different university and a different re-
search project.29 A production staff was assembled by January 
27Ibid. 
28Ibid. 
-
29 1J2!!!., p. 8. 
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of 1953, and during 1-!a.rch production was begun. The first 
rough cut version of a single program was screened in July. 
Again after careful analysis, it was decided that the program 
was not wholly satisfactory and that its approach should be 
shifted. During the next few months, tha organization which 
had been set up for program research, reporting, and production, 
was reconstructed. But it was not until February of 19~ that 
the new production unit began active work on the programs.30 
The first of the series of twenty~stx programs was broadcast in 
September of 19~. 
The first program went on the air three years and nine 
months after program preparation was started. The series was 
broadcast throughout the fal.J. and winter, and was shown again 
during the summer of 1955.31 11The Searchn dealt with projects 
such as automation at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 
Arkansas Folklore at the University of Arkansas; diagnosis and 
care of deafness at John Hopkins University; child development 
at Yale University; and uranium prospecting and mining at the 
Colorado School of Jv!ines.32 
The total direct cost to the Public Affairs Department 
for nThe Search 11 was approximately $750,000. Of the amount 
spent, $500,000 was spent on preparation preceding the first 
30Ibid. 
3J.Ib:id. 
-
32.Ibid. 
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broadcast.33 This unsponsored public affairs program won ten 
al>rards,34 some of vlhich included the George ·Foster Peabody 
Award, and the Blakeslee Award of the American Heart Association. 
Another public affairs program, 110Ut of Darkness,u was 
broadcast over the CBS Television Network on }furch 18, 1956.35 
This program discussed problems of mental patients and mental 
hospitals, showing the cause and treatment of the nation's 
number one health problem. The American Psychiatric Association 
and the American Association for Mental Health helped the 
Public Affairs Department in all phases of the program produc-
tion. This program was aired on March 18, and pre-empted 
110mnibus, 11 which had three of its four quarter hour segments 
sponsored. Since nout of Darknessu was unsponsored, it involved. 
a cost to the Public Affairs Department of $135,000 in addition 
to the revenues of $40,000 which vrere lost because of the 
pre-emption or 110mnibus.u36 
Sig Mickelson has stated that most public affairs pro-
grams are aired even if they are not sponsored, but CBS does 
try to get some return on its money.37 But some critics of 
33rbid. 
34Ibid., p. 9. 
35rbid., p. 23. 
36rbid. 
37rnterview with Sig Mickelson. 
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television feel that financial problems hurt public affairs pro-
grams. The authors of the book Introduction to Hass Communica-
~ have stated: 
From the long view, the only trouble t.ri th such out-
standing TV originals as 1 See It Noirl 1 and 1 \·lide, \vide 1:!orld • 
was that they were expensive - and, hence, expendable. This 
resulted in their rather spasmodic appearance and disappear-
ance. Sponsors felt a detectable reluctance to put on such 
progra~s for an appreciably smaller audience than that 
which could be attracted to low-budget westerns - despite 
the fact that one forum of enlightenment, CBS's 'Twentieth 
Century, t successfully bumped a horse opera competitor off 
the home screens. A satisfactory solution to the problem 
has yet to be found. The prQgress of the documentary has 
been indeed notable •••• 3~ 
As for a reason why CBS does not do more informational broad-
casting, Dr. Paul F. Lazarsfeld has suggested an explanation. 
He suggested that one reason why CBS does not do more public 
affairs programming is not, as many people thiru~, because they 
will lose too much money. The reason is that they would be in 
a bad competive position vli th other netv10rks if they don•t lose 
money by doing the same type of programming.39 There are, 
most certainly, important gaps and important imperfections in 
public affairs broadcasting. The important thing is that they 
are recognized and that plans are made to do something about 
them. This enters into the area of program philosophy. 
38Edwin Emery, Phillip H. Ault, and Warren H. Agee, 
Introduction to 1-1ass Communications (Netv York: Dodd, Head and 
Company, 1960), p. 250. 
39ur. Paul F. Laza:rs.reldt Guest Lecturer, School of 
Public Relations and Communicat~ons, Boston University, Boston, 
Hass., Nay 10, 1960. 
!II 
Networks may differ in the amount of stress they put on 
public affairs broadcasting and in the way they run their Public· 
Affairs Departments, but the basic reason for public affairs 
broadcasting remains the same. vfuen any public affairs program 
goes on the air there should be a sound reason for the program 
or series. President DYlight D. Eisenhower has challenged 
broadcasters by stating: 
Never v1as it so impor·tant as it is today that the 
American public is informed. It is absolutely essential 
that Americans know the facts of these (international) 
problems. Moreover, that they be helped to gain an under-
stC4~ding of the relationship between these facts, because 
knowledge alone, necessarily - always remember - is not 
sufficient. \ve must understand. We must understand the 
relationship between the farmer working in Kansas in a 
v1hea t field and the need for '\<Iheat in far off Pakistan 
or some other country. I think everyone in the radio and 
television professions has a right to thinlr of himself as 
a crusader and help to do this job of education, of our-
selves and of others about us, and to bring home here ~ 
understanding of what goes on in the rest of the world. 
Certainly any communications medium which has as many outlets in 
daily use as does television, has a great responsibility for 
what is felt, thought, and acted upon in the United states. 
At this pivotal point in world history the responsibility of 
the Public Affairs Department of CBS is great. Stanton has 
stated that the Public Affairs Department is now taking a. second 
4oDwight D. EisenhO\'Ier, A Speech before the NationaL 
Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters Ma 24 1 
as cited in Broadcasting-Telecasting, !.fay 30, 19 , p. 30. 
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look at all the old notions of what constitutes adequate in-
formational programming.~l Dr. Stanton pointed out that: 
••• the need for speed, the need for reaching all 
the people simuJ.taneously, the need for complete, revealing 
and instantaneous pictures of events and their background -
these demands are put squarely up to us in broadcasting.42 
This role which the Public Affairs Department has to play in 
informing our democracy is ever-widening. As Richard Hubbell, 
a former CBS Television staff member has said, "Television is 
not only a new art form, but it is also the most effective 
medium of education and propaganda yet devised. 11~3 
IV 
The staff of the Public Affairs Department feels that 
not only is the volume of programming important, but this 
volume must be coupled with quality.44 Sig Vdckelson has 
stated that for a public affairs program to be a success, what 
is dramatically essential in the story must be pointed up.45 
Although this perception of drama in events which are "straight 
~2Ib1d. 
43RLchard Hubbell, Television Programming and Production 
(New York: Rinehart and Company, 1950), p. 1;-. 
~Interview with Sig Mickelson. 
45Ib1d. 
===·====. · =-=·-·=-------· --
' 
newsn is important, Mr. Mickelson has said: 
In the area of' informational programming, known in 
the trade and elsewhere as public service programming 
(a euphemism for unsalable stuff'), the knack for under-
standing~e dramatic essentials of' a story is just as 
crucial. 
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At this point a close look must be given to the record of' publio: 
affairs programs aired over the CBS Television Network in the 
past ten years. 
According to several programming heads. at CBS, the 
major break-through in public affairs broadcasting came in 
1951, l.f-7 and -vias provided by a commercial program: 11See It 
I~ ow, u sponsored by the lluminum Company of' America. 48 This 
program touched off' an audience response described as one of' 
the heaviest in CBS history.49 This break-through continued 
during the 1952 season. During that year television went 
through the period of' state primaries, the national political 
conventions, and the election campaign. Such special programs 
were aired as "Presidential Timber,n a series designed to 
assist voters in appraising men and issues. Presenting the 
candidates and their programs, was 11Pick The vlinner" on which 
representatives of' major parties discussed major questions. 
46Television Age, October 5, 1959, p. 34. 
47Interview with Sig Hickelson. 
48uRadio, TV Take the Stage in Ne"t'l 1·1cCarthy Tempest, u 
~roadcasting-Telecasting, March 15, 1954, p. 31. 
49Ibid. 
-
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"Whistle-stop: U.s.A., tt a film series detailing the campaigning 
of both major parties• candidates for President and Vice-Presi-
dent, was another informational program.50 
The Public Affairs Department took a giant step forward 
on July 2, 1953, when films of the coronation of QUeen Elizabeth 
were rushed to the United States for broadcast, by jet. During 
the winter of 1953, several 11 one-time-special 11 programs were 
aired, such as 11Scout-o-Rama, 11 a special three-hour origination 
from Madison Square Garden with some 25,000 Boy Scouts partici-
pating, and the program, "This I Believe," a special half-hour 
program based on the book and radio series of the same name, 
with Helen Hayes, Edward R. ~mrrow, and others.51 
During 1954 and 1955, the network continued to broad-
cast its established schedule of public affairs programs, and 
introduces a number of ne1·1 programs.52 Established public 
affairs programs included: ttFace The Nation," which presented 
senators, representatives, and foreigh diplomats as they exposed 
themselves to questioning by some of the nation's leading news-
-54-
· papermen; "Adventure, n vlhich reported on subjects of interest 
in the field of natural science; 11The UN in Action,n which 
cont1nued to the only television source of information on the 
problems facing the United Nations; "The Search;" and nsee It 
Now.n53 The "See It Uov1tt series was enlarged during 1955 to 
one hour and hour-and-a-half broadcasts, so that more subjects 
could be presented in greater depth and detail.~ 
The Public Affairs Department also introduced two new 
program series during 1955. These programs were, "Report Card, tt 
broadcast prior to the vfuite House Conference on Education; and 
"Let 1 s Tal-ce A Trip, n which took young viewers to meet interest-
ing persons and visit nevi places. Both of these ne"!.·l programs 
were broadcast "liven.55 Since 1956 was a national election 
year, the Public Affairs Department was given the opportunity to 
contribute many new programs to the net"!.-Iork schedule. 
During the fall of 1956 the Public Affairs Department 
introduced »Air Power," a twenty-six part documentary series 
produced in cooperation with the United States Air Force. This 
series depicted the history and development of flight.56 One 
53rbid., p. 29. 
5'1+rbid., p. 30. 
55Ibid. 
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of the most interesting programs of the 1956 season was "Camera 
Three." As winner of both a Peabody Award and an Ohio State 
Award, ucamera Threett progressed as an advanced television 
educational project without any fixed format.57 This program 
attempted to fit television into the subject matter of the 
material. This program is produced by the Public Affairs 
Department of WCBS Television, and the Public Affairs Department 
of CBS News for the neb1ork. The program was prepared in co-
operation with the State Education Department of the University 
of the state of New York.58 
Special programs during 1956 were, "Cyprus Today, 11 an 
analysis of the events leading up to the Cypriote riots; r~e 
Sinking of the Andrea Doria; 11 and 11World in Crisis, u a report 
on the Middle East and revolts in satellite countries. Just 
thirty-three hours before the year 1956 drew to a close, the 
CBS Television Network recaptured and broadcast the most memora-
ble and monumentous events of 1956 in a series of three consecu- · 
tive full hour programs beginning at 3~ P.M. EST on December 
30th. The first program was "New Frontier, n a reviev1 of science 
in 1956 and the first comprehensive science-news-review ever 
presented on network television. The second hour program was 
ttBig I~ews of •56, n· giving the dramatic highlights from the top 
57uportrait in Public Service,"Prepared by WCBS Tele-
visionn (New York, 1956) Ufimeographed.) 
58Ibid. 
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ten news stories of the year. The third program was entitled, 
"Years of Crisis, n a roundtable report on viOrld conditions by 
CBS~News correspandents.59 
The single most important program in the area of public 
affairs broadcasting during 1957 was an interview with Nikita s ... 
Khrushchev, the Communist Party's First Secretary, on "Face The 
Nation." 
From the corner barbershop to the White House a princi-
pal subject of discussion last week was the exclusive film 
interview of Russia's Nikita s. Khrushchev on CBS-TV's, 
'Face !he Nation, 1 on June 2. CBS had flo~m a crew the 
previous week to the Kremlin for the film and tape inter-
view of the Communist boss. Though his preachments were 
thoroughly denounced, nevertheless, Russian leader Nikita s. 
Khrushchev 1 s appearance •per se • on CBS won almost unanimous 
ap~rovg0 and earned compliments for the network's enter-pr~se. 
The above statement is an example of the enthusiastic reaction 
of the nation to this unrehearsed and uncensored hour-long 
public affairs program. 
TWo new programs headlmed the year of 1957. These weref 
"Conquest" and "The Twentieth Century.u61 The creator of both 
these programs was Irving Gitlin, who was Director of Public 
Mfairs during that year. The first program dealt with man's 
1!ig,, 
CBS in News, 11 Broadcasting-Telecast~ 
==-===·-= ··-·tr:···=== 
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quest for knowledge about man.62 The second program re-created, 
via film, the events that have shaped the history of this cen-
t-ury.63 
During 1958 the Public Affairs Department produced al-
nost 800 half-hours of television and radio programming.6~ A 
ne\v public affairs program, usmall ~vorld, n which was produced 
by Ed\vard R. 1-1urrow and Fred tv. Friendly, proved to be one of 
the most absorbing and provocative programs produced by the 
Public Affairs Department.65 During 1958 East-West pressures 
were felt around the \·Jorld, and because of this feeling, v1orld 
understanding and peace vias one of the Public Affairs Depart-
ment's strongest themes. The Public Affairs Department pro-
• duced forty-five "news specials,u an increase of fifty per cent 
over 1957. Fifteen of these programs - more than one a month -
were broadcast in prime evening time between ·the hours of 7:30 
and 10:30 P .. N. on week days.66 In a year of fast breaking 
• 
stories the ttnevls special n \vas developed, and an important link 
62Ibid. 
63Ibid. 
-6~uThe 1958 Annual Review of CBS News, 11 p. 5. 
66sig Mickelson, nrt 1 s Not Enough to Fill Time, u ~. 
Address before the 15th Annual Radio and Television Institute, 
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, January 27, 1960 • 
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with existing international television \'las forged by combining 
journalistic skill viith jet-plane schedules.67 Within hours 
of its live coverage on Eurovision, the American people \'Jere 
able to see the Coronation of Pope John XXIIr.68 Another inter-
esting development in 1958 which carried over into 1959 was the 
marked growth of sponsor interest in public affairs and other 
informational programming on the CBS Television Network. 
One program which brought many faces into the nation's 
living-rooms in 1959 \vas 11CBS Reports on the Population Explo-
sion. n The CBS public affairs program nuN in Action, u entered 
its eleventh year as the only regularly scheduled network pro-
gram devoted to the United Nations.69 Nan•s assault on outer 
space was dramatically outlined during 1959 by the program, 
"Biography of a Missile, u vlhich told the story of outer space, 
and also broke important programming ground for later public 
affairs programs on the American space program. Another news 
related special produced by the Public fl~fairs Department was 
"Hoffa and the Teamsters.n Robert L. Shayon, of the Saturday 
Review, termed this program, 11a very provocative hour-long 
documentary.u70 One of the other highlights of the year was 
Revie'W, 
67uThe 1958 Annual Revievi of CBS News, u p. 2. 
68Ibid. 
-
69uunited Nations," Television, January, 1960, p. 84. 
7°Robert L .. Shayon, 11Porkchops and Terror, tt Saturdaz 
July 18, 1959, p. 27. 
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lfFace The Uation•sn intervie"~:1 with Prime Minister Nehru. The 
program \vas produced in Delhi by the CBS NeviS airborne video 
tape unit.71 
A new experiment in daytime television programmLng was 
i..11itiated in 1959 'i·lith the presentation of "vlomanl 11 • This pro-
gram directed at a pr~arily female audience, dealt with such 
subjects as early marriages, divorce, child rearing, and 
femininity.72 In supplying informational programming to the 
CBS Television Network, the Public Affairs Department provided 
eighteen per cent of the television net"t1orlc t s •.mekly program 
schedule.73 
v 
Programs in the field of religion and inspiration have 
played an essential role in the programming of the Public 
Affairs Department. These series included such programs as 
11Lamp Unto l"lY Feet, 11 and "Look Up and Live.u74 As an example of 
the importance of religious broadcasting, a single program, such 
?lCBs airborne video tape units 1.1ill be discussed at 
length in Chapter v. 
72uThe 1959 Annual Revievl of CBS Nevis, 11 Prepared by CBS 
News (New York, 1960), p. 7. (Mimeographed.) 
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as nLamp Unto I-Iy Feet,n or "Look Up and Live,u has a larger 
audience than all the audiences that Saint Paul ever had in his 
whole lifetime. This means that the Reverand Dr. William E. 
sangster when he was appearing on 11Lamp Unto My Feat" during 
the summer of 1956, tt ..... spoke at that time to more people 
than inhabited the entire thirteen colonies and Canada in the 
years when George Whitefield and John tvesley were preaching 
here.tt75 
While CBS is very agreeable to carrying programs deal-
ing with religious problems, the netv1ork has shovm that it does 
not believe that religious programs should take sides in politi-
cal or social problems which are only indirectly or remotely 
connected vlith theology. 76 Programs in the area of controversy 
are broadcast under very rigid policy standards. Sig ¥dckelson, 
President of CBS News, has said that these standards cannot be 
allovied to slip simply because a program is described as reli-
gious. Hr. Mickelson has said: 
The role of the religious broadcaster, it seems to me, 
.lies first in the recognizing and exploiting these con-
structive values that exist 1n television as. it is today; 
and second, in adding to what television offers now those 
values which only formal religion can provide - and doing 
this with excellent programs, meaningful to our times 
and to our audiences, thoug~ly planned, imaginatively 
75sig Mickelson, 11T.elevision and The Church, 11 An Address 
before the National Conference of the Radio, Television, Film 
Commission of the 1-1ethodist Churdh Cincinnati Ohio October 
1 • 
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and sensitively produced - programs t-rhich begin with a 
purpose and a point of view, determined by the church, ... and 
proceed to planning and production which is left mainly 
in the hands of serious-minded professionals working in 
consultation with representatives of the church.7'l 
VI 
As an example of the type and amount of public affairs 
programming during a specific time period, a classification is 
given below.. All thes.e programs were aired over CBS from 
January to March 1960.78 Programs marked with an astrisk were 
broadcast during prime network time from 6:00 P.M. to netv10rk 
sign-ofr.79 The programs fit under the following cl:assii'ica-
tions: 
Discussion 
*Population Explosion 
(concluding 30 minutes) 
*Small vlorld 
Face The Nation 
Great Challenge 
woman! 
Religion 
Lamp Unto l~ Feet 
Look Up and Live 
Documentary 
*CBS Reports 
*Population Explosion 
(60 minutes) 
*TWentieth Century 
Conquest 
FYI 
Education 
Camera Three 
*These were programs broadcast in prime evening time. 
77Ibid. 
78Frank Stanton, A Statement before the Federal Communi-
cations Commission, Washington, D.C., January 29, 1960. 
79Ibid. 
' 
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In the past few years many public affairs programs 
1 have attained such stature and increased public interest that 
they have moved to prime evening time. In the coming season 
1
1 (1960-61) a number of public affairs specials are planned, 
jland other public affairs programs will be inserted as world 
' events occur.80 The CBS Television Network has stated: 
• • • a·. full. hour of prime evening time, at the 
same hour each weak, would be reserve for the fifty-two 
weeks of the 1960-6l. season for programming of an informa-
tional, cultural and educational nature, utilizing the 
full resources of CBS News and the CBS Television •••• 8J. 
Pre-empting of prime evening time for public affairs programs 
was done several times during l959, and will be done during 
I 1960. For example, one year ago the Public Affairs Department 
!i ll 
II !I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
!I 
II 
II ,, 
I 
il 
.,'I I 
ii 
did a ninety-minute roundup program discussing where the United II 
states stood compared to Russia~~ terms of scientific progress~ 
educational standards, economic promise and military strength. II 
. I• 
Sig Hickelson described this program as a straight-forward 
report: 11It was sober, and a hard look by experts at a very 
80uspecial Report: An Appraisal of New TV Network 
Shows,u Broadcasting, September 28, 1959, p. l¥+. 
BluThe CBS Television Network-1959,u Prepared by CBS I Television (New York, 1960), p. 2. (Mimeographed.) 
1 8~ring the month of December 1958 the Public Affairs 
Department presented, 11\~ere \·le stand, 11 the second annual 
balance sheet comparing the United States to the u.s.s.R. 
il 
I' 
II 
1 
li 
!l 
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II !i i· II ~I 
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in any II serious matter. It was not tricked up or sugar-coated 
VIII 
The Public Affairs Department has moved into 1960 with 
plans for its most productive year. Each interview conducted 
with the heads of public affairs and informational programming 
by the writer showed signs that 1960 will be a year of great 
!I 
ii 
II 
'I !I 
II 
!I 
II 
,i 
" ji 
,( ,, 
!I 
!I 
" <I II I expansion and activity in every area ot the Public Affairs J' 
Department. Intensive coverage or all phases of the primaries, 1 
political conventions, campaigns, and elections, loom large on 
the public affairs schedules.84 Programs. dealing with the 
I, 
n 
'I II 
range of human knowledge and accomplishment will continue. !I As •I 
!I 
'l_ il 
..JJ:I !i an example, FYI (For Your Information) got underway on January 
1960.85 This series offers a vleekly examination of 'I some of the !j 
I 
II nation's most timely issues told in terms of their effect on 
the average person. A series on the Civil War is scheduled to 
II ,, 
II 
•I t; 
begin in the fall of 196o.86 Another addition to public affairs ii 
programming to be made in the fall of 1960 vrill be 11Tomorrow. tt 
S3Sig !vfickelson, nTelevision and Public Enlightenment 
in a Free society,n An Address at the Riverside Church, New 
York, February 15, 1959. 
Inc., 
84Annual Report of the Columbia Broadcasti~g SYstem, 
for the Year Ending January 22 1960, p. 17. 
8511The 1959 Annual Review of CBS News,u p. 16. 
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li 
This program will be produced in cooperation vli th the Hassachu-
setts Institute of Technology, and will delve into modern 
I! 
II 
II l ~ 
II 
scientific achievement as it may affect the future of the world.sr 
I Manyc other new steps viill also be taken during the year to 11 
I bring world-wide events into the American home. No matter what I! 
yardstick is used, the Public Affairs Department is trying to 
please as many people as possible, and meet \'lha t it feels is 
its responsibility to this public. Any yardstick which is 
used will show that there is considerable range and variety 
in the schedule of the Public Affairs Department. 
87Annual Report of the Columbia Broadcasting System, 
Inc •• for the Year Endin_g January_ 2~ 1960, p. 17 .. 
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urt is necessary to do well, to do good .. " 
Richard s. Salant 
CBS Vice-President in 
charge of Government 
Affairs 
jl 
I 
i 
'I 
CHAPTER IV 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND THE ADVERTISER 
The CBS Television Network and the Public Affairs 
I 
I' 
II 
\! 
li 
II 
ij 
., 
I 
Department of CBS News are in direct and strenous competition j 
I
' w~t~ other communications media for advertising dollars. Tela- 11 v~s~on can be used for delivering sales messages only when ~~~~ 
advertisers are convinced that it is an economical and effective 
I
I 
means of stimulating product sales. The total effect of dollar , 
expenditure is more important than just supporting networks. 11 
Since our overall economic system is based on efficient distri- 1
1
, 
bution of product information, television advertising is an im-
portant factor in supporting our high level of ~om,r, which 
relies on mass production and consumption. 
No advertiser is required to spend money on network 
television. If sponsors feel that advertising through tela-
vision is not effective, there are other media which can give 
sales messages to the public. But a network can fulfill its 
li 
H ,, 
II 
!I 
li il 
u 
il 
I 
responsibility to the public and its obligation to affiliated I 
stations only as long as it can maintain its status as a market-1
1 
i' 
ing medium which is competitively attractive to advertisers.l II 
lFrank Stanton, A Statement before the senate Committee 
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Washington, D.C., June 12, 
: 1202§. 
1: 
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II 
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CBS tries to be sure that its sponsors receive value I 
from the money they spend. This is done by delivering a large I 
I 
audience during a specified time period, and at a low cost. 11 
Only a netv10rk such as CBS can efficiently supply an advertiser II 
I 
vJith nationwide coverage. Through a single order, advertisers 
can be assured of the simultaneous exposure of sales messages 
in all major markets. 
Income from the sale of network time and facilities 
maintains the vast and delicately balanced organization of 
CBS. There is an exceedingly slender margin bet;.1een profit 
and loss. Operating a television network can be a double 
liability business2 because when a time period is not sold, 
the revenue for that period can never be made up. And, the 
network must face cost of producing a replacement program in 
unsold time. Dr. Stanton pas pointed out: 
The balance between profit and loss in the case of 
networks is so delicate that the failure to sell one 
hour bet\lleen 7:30 and 10:30 P.N. each night for a year 
(whether because of a refusal of stations to clear time 
or for any other reason) would, in 1955, have turned 
the CBS Television Ne~11ork's profit into loss.3 
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1 The CBS Public Affairs operation still represents a sub-!! 
1
1 
stantial financial loss to the netv10r1c, even though this Depart-jj 
i :II 2Ibid. 
3Ibid. ,I 
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ment has had a continued growth in program sponsorship. 
It -6B-~ 
j, 
appears that only a net\Wrk can maintain a department to pro-
duce and suppl~ at no charge to station~ programs such as 
UThe search,n 11Adventure,u UFace The Nation,u and "The United 
Nations in Action." Programs of this type are complex; they 
11 !, !i 
II 
I' 
II 
I• 
require the most exacting kind of planning, plus huge resources lj 
in both manpower and dollars. As Stanton has summed it up: II 
The support of all who contribute to the technical ~~~ 
and creative aspects of netv1ork television comes, -very I 
simply, from the advertiser. Directly and indirectly he i! 
supports4programs of information; ne\'ls, and public I! affairs. ji 
The success of CBS in gaining sponsorship for its publici! 
'I 
1 
affairs programs5 has significance beyond just obvious commer- \! 
Jj 
lj 
II 
rule, be carried by more stations than if it v7ere on a sustain- II 
II 
cial advantages. If a program is sponsored, it will also as a 
ing basis. Sponsored programs are promoted more intensively by il 
I I, I local stations, and are frequently advertised by the sponsors li 
themselves. Because of these added advantages, sponsored pro-
grams can reach :the largest possible audience.6 When an adver-
tiser sponsors a public affairs program, there is a double 
4Ibid. 
1 
5Annnal Renort of the Columbia Broadcasting S~stem~ 
Inc._'!_ for the Year Ending January 3 .. 1959 (Nel-l York: Columbia 
Broadcas~ing System, Inc., 1959), p. 15. 
6rbid., p. 16. 
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'I 
I reward. The advertiser is reaching a large national audience,? 
I and serving the audience in \vhat is hoped to be a constructive 
I manner .. 
It would appear that historically, in terms of growth, 
II 
II 
II 
II !I 
!I. 
' I, 
1! 11 • • • both the television industry and the advertising indus- lj 
I try have developed simultaneously to the point \<here public \1 
I service programming (becomes more attractive) as being poten- ,\ 
I tially mutually- advantageous to .them both. u8 The success of II 
I II public affairs programming in attracting large audiences has I 
brought a marked rise in snonsor interest never before attained II 
·by a network's informational programming organization.9 At thisll 
II point, some of the sponsors of CBS public affairs programs shou1dil 
l1 be noted. II 
II In 1958, uyears of Crisis" was sponsored by the Kellogg II 
Company and Lever Brothers Company. 11\'lhere We Stand tt was spon-
1 sored by A & R Products, Inc., and election night coverage was 
li 
II II 
II II 
sponsored by P. Lorillard Company and Whitehall Pharmaceutical li 
Company. The "Miss America Pageant•r ~Jas sponsored by the Phil co \1 
Corporation.lO Several ·firms which snonsored public affairs !j 
li 11------------------------------:~ 
il 
II 
8uThere 1 s Honey in Public Affairs Programming, 11 Broad-
castin , April 18, 1960, p. 29 .. 
il 
li 
•' 
:i 
~ ! 
News 
., 
91trrhe 1959 Annual Review of CBS Newsl 11 Prepared by CBS !: 
(New York, 1960), p. 14. (Himeographed. J il 
lOuThe 1958 Annual Revie't!J of CBS News, tt Prepared by CBS r 
(New. York, 1959), p. 8. 1 
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programming in 1956 and 1957 continued their sponsorship in I 
1958. Some of these were the Prudential Insurance Company, 
sponsor of uThe TWentieth Century, n Olin Hathieson Chemical 
Corporation and Renault Autos, sponsors of "Small \iorld,n and 
the Nonsanto Chemical Company as sponsor of ttconquest.nll 
This broad base of sponsors continued to grow in 1959. 
In 1959 such prominent advertisers as Bell and Howell 
II 
,j 
li 
il 
II 
ll 
!I I· 
Cmmpany, Firestone Tire and Rubber Company, vlestinghouse ~~~~ 
Electric Corporation, and others joined the list of sponsors.l2 11 I! 
Continued support in 1959 was given by the Prudential Insurance i·1· 
1! 
II Company of America, H6nsanto Chemical Company, Olin l~thieson 
Chemical Corporation, and Uationt<~ide Insurance Company, by 
supporting large segments of program output.l3 
As for rea.son why clients have ventured into the area 
public affairs, Sig Mickelson has stated: 
• • • television h~s reached a kind o~ plateau and 
never again will a program be accepted for long on its 
novelty value, as happened four and five years ago when 
homes were multiplying at a phenomenal rate. Viewers 
today are more selective, more discriminating. Again, 
the art of projecting informational material has improved -
We've learned how to instill drama in programs, and we•ve 
learned how to treat controversy fairly and intelligently. 
Finally, public events have made for an increasing viewer 
awareness of major issues, ani~+ through TV, they have those 
issues personalized for them. 
I' 
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12Ibid., p. 14. 
l3Ibid. 
14-r"Magic Formula,n Television Age, October 5, l959, 
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:Hicltelson has not stated which of the above reasons is 
responsible for growing advertiser accepta.l'lce. But, it appears j· 
that the program;ning techniques of the Public Arra:t:rs Department·! 
are an important factor. Mickelson has described the production! 
technique in this way: 
A realism is involved, as opposed to the motion picture 
screen which resorts to a certain extent on artificiality. 
vle try to create a reality in that living room vlhich 
doesn't depend on artificial techniques. To this end we 
put an enormous amount of stress on good reporting, through 
research, which brings the cameraman a....'J.d correspondent to 
a point of full and complete understanding so that the 
viewer will understand. In this sense we don't produce 
a shmv but a pictorial analysis or the problem or eventrl5 
One of the most striking illustrations in the growth 
I 
il I· il 
II 
II 
II 
II 
il 
II 
1 of progra'n sponsorship can be seen by examining sponsorship II I 
since 1951+. In 1954, 396 half-hours of public affairs programs II 
11 
were aired on the CBS Television HetHork, and of these none I! 
L-v1ere sponsored .. l6 During 1956, 296 half-hours of public affairs 1
1
·1 
programs were presented, ru~d nineteen of these half-hours were 1 
sponsored.l7 In 1958, 31;.8-j: half-hours of public affairs pro- t 
II 
grams were presented, and sixty six of ·them "to1ere sold.l8 By il 
1-----------------------------11 
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1959, out of 320 half-hours scheduled,l9 over eighty found 
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II 
backers. 20 ~~ese figures include all but two public affairs 
programs, usmall World,u and "CBS Reports." 
Mr. Robert Lang, Director of sales for CBS News, and 
a member of 1IT. Mickelson's management team, has stated that 
public affairs progra~s are now economically feasible for 
even small advertisers.21 Mr. Lang has noted: 
CBS- is currently in the midst or a commercial 
revolution -we're selling without super salesmen and 
without pilots. We 1re selling a track record - one 
helluva track record that has been built up over the 
year.22 
Since more national advertisers and their agencies 
are becoming interested in public affairs sponsorship, more 
prime evening hcurs are being made avaUabl.e for this type of 
program. }uckelson has stated that: 
I 
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il il d 
\ve will certainly have more prime time to program il 
in the 1960-61 season than ever before. There is every 1' 
indication that more advertising dollars will be spent 11 
on informa tio2na3 
1 and cultural programs than at any time I. 
-----in--th_e_p_a_s_t_··------------------------11 
191B!£. 1 
20
rntervie1 .. 1 v-1i th Sig Mickelson, President, CBS News, 1
1
, 
New York, April 15, 1960. 
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2111Mag1c Formula, " Television Age, October 5, 19 59 , p. 96~ 
22Ibid. !1 
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Although more and more sponsors are looking to public 
programs, there are some selling handicaps.24 First, 
11 there can be no guarantee of mass audience ratings since in the ' 
!!past most public affairs programs have not been in prime evening 
I' :I 
'i t. ii ll!le • 
'i 
Second, it is hard to combine commercial content v1ith 
ii program con·tent. 
~ i 
Third, some sponsors are wary of controversy. 
!I Fourth, advertisers and agencies want programs to have a certain: 
.I 
I !l amount of excitement. 
,, 
Fifth, some sponsors try to line up 
:1 their advertising on entertainment shows which have proven sales 
'I 
II results, before they sponsor public affairs programs.25 
'i 
il The Public Affairs Department is trying ·to counter 
~~ 
'I these drawbacks in several different ways. First, the cost 
·• !I 
II of several public affairs programs have been lowered in price 
;I 
•I 
Jj 
ito a level "':Jhich is under actual production cost. As an example, 
!j 
!I Bell & Hov1ell and B.F. Goodrich are committed to sponsor six 
:lhour-long informational programs in the 11 CBS Reportsn series. 
!!This series has been sold at 6o% less than actual. program cost.25 
!!Hany public affairs p1•ograms are now being freed from sunday 
il 
!I afternoon time periods, and are entering the area of prime 
t! 
:!evening time. As a result, with lowered program costs, ttprime 
;J 
24t'Mickelson Cites Value of TV News to Sponsors, 11 
!!Broadcasting, September 29, 1958, p. 48. 
I 
•I 
h960 
!i ' 
25ninformation Shows Go Begging,u Broadcasting, April 25~: 
p. 31 .. 
il 
i 26upercy of Bell & Rm.vell, Public Service for Profit, u 
iJTelevision, December, 1959, p. 58. 
i 
II 
li 
" F 
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i! 
time" rate charges are less of a shock to sponsors. During !I 
'I 
the 1959-60 season, 11CBS Reportstt has been programmed about once! 
I !,· 
I 
a month. But, during the 1960-61 season, ttCBS. Reports" will 
h 
be on the air every two weeks.27 This change will bring about !/ 
II 
II higher production costs.28 The reason being that CBS has been II 
,. 
inclined to lower production costs for advertisers in the area !j 
I! 
of public affairs, but, once the program has become established,lj 
l1 
:J 
., 
i' sponsors are expected to assume more of the cost.29 The cost 
I' 
i[ 
, of the average hour-long program of the 11CBS Reports" series is ii 
II I I $230,000 for time and talent.30 :I 
!I 
Second, public affairs programs in prime evening time 
have a muc~ greater chance of attracting mass audiences, plus 
carry-over audiences from other programs. Thus, "CBS Reportsn 
will have a larger audience share than it wou+d have on SUnday 
afternoons, and its sponsors, Bell & Howell will get their de-
:i 
J: 1: 
'I I, [l ,, 
!I 
ll 
il 
'I II li 
ii 
sired mass audience. CBS has predicted that neBS Reports" will !i 
i! 
!achieve a minimum Nielsen rating of 17.0, assuming that ratings 
! 
i 
!i 
;j 
;I 
lwill go as high as 2l.o.31 
I 
This rating '\'rould give ttCBS Reportstt ii 
I 
!I 
li 
'I 
ian average of 9,639,000 Nielsen average homes, at a cost-per-
" 
----------------------------------------------------------------1' :I 
Zlninformation Shows Go Begging, 11 Broadcasting, April 
11960, p. 32.. 
28Ibid. 
29Ibid. 
3°Ibid. 
31 uPercy of Bell & Howell, Public Service for Profit," 
Television, December, 1959, p. 83. 
25,11 
II 
il 
\I 
I! 
il ,, 
II 
li 
II 
I' 
:I 
:, 
:1 thousand of $3.01. 
,, 
\! Third, once a sponsor moves into the area of public 
' ! 
:!affairs programming, he will sooner or later be faced with the 
·I 
:I 
'I problem of controversy. Edward R. lvlurrow, who has sat at 
! 
•i CBS network management. councils, stated: 11·The client of course 
:I 
:1 has every right not to sponsor controversy.· If I were sitting 
! 
:1 on the advertising side of things, I probably vJOUld be reluc-
:l 
:1 tant to sponsj;),r trouble myself .u32 In order to end the reluc-
:J tance of sponsors who abhor controversy, the Department offers 
:I 
'I to show sponsors scripts or other papers describing program 
" -
' 
.1 content before the program is broadcast. 
I 
.\ 
.l Fourth, when the advertiser or agency demand quali'J;Y 
q 
il production, CBS can stress its ability in this area. The con-
:1 
,I capt of adding drama to informational programming vJhich was 
:1 discussed in Chapter Three, and earlier in this chapter, gives 
il the advertiser a certain amount of excitement which he may 
~ I 
:1 want included in the program. 
During the 1960-61 season tvlO more SUnday programs will 
i 
lmove into prime evening time on weekday nights. At 10:30 on 
' ~ 
:!Monday night t'Face The Nation11 \'lill be seen, and another public 
:j 
!affairs program will be in the Friday night, 10:30 to 11:00 
ii 
·ltime period.33 Yet, with this ne\v sponsor emphasis on public 
.! 
ilaffairs programs, John Kiermaier, has stated: ttThe Public 
!! :1--------------------------
.1 32nrtts Time to Take Stock,tt Television, July, 1957, p.~ 
33Sponsor, May 7, 1~, p. 34. 
ll 
II 
1 
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Affairs Department must make some profit, but this profit must !I 
never become more important than our responsibility to tha II 
American people. rr34 Sponsorship should not therefore cause the il 
li program content or format to change to any great degree. 
.I 
Through programs such as political convention coverage, II 
the Public Affairs Department is able to meet its responsibility/! 
to its audience and also show a margin of profit. In discussingJI 
II 
!l 
'I jl 
" 
lj !i ij 
II 
::e t::60wa:::::::e c:::::~:n c::::::::o:~3~sl~::~~:o:::::ed II 
coverage of the 1960 political conventions, Mr. Paul Levitan, 
Director of Special Events for CBS News and Public Affairs35 
has stated that convention plans started over two years ago.36 
been getting ready to provide radio and television commercials, i, 
li 
1
most of them live, for fifty air hours between July 11 and 
iNovember 8, 196o.38 According to Hr. Baird, Sales Promotion 
Manager for the Hajor Appliance Division of Westinghouse, 
'\vestinghouse also sponsored parts of the 1952 and 1956 con-
vention coverage on CBS Television. Mr. Baird has said that 
I 34rnterview with John Kiermaier, Assistant Director of 
Public Affairs, CBS News, New York, April 15, 1960. 
II 
!I 
II 
I' 
:I 
., 
p 
II 
35politica1 Convention Coverage is a joint effort of 
both the News and Public Affairs Departments. 
36ttcBS-.s convention Blueprint' tt Broadcastillli, May 2, ·I 
1960, p. 82. 
3?Ibid. 
-
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in 1956 there was such a large viewing audience that, Betty 
Furness who was seen so often on Westinghouse commercials, got 
II 
!I 
ij 
II !l quite a few write-in votes in November.39 
The sponsor cost of broadcasting the conventions v1ill oor 
I 
over six million dollars. 4o A large amount of the cost for thisj, 
I informational programming t<ill be absorbed in rebates to adver- II 
I' tisers vlhose programs will be pre-empted. The total cost to I· 
, CBS for political coverage will be over nine million dollars. 41 I 
With a sponsor paying six million dollars, this means the net-
work will spend more than three million dollars vn1ich they 
cannot hope to make via sponsorship. 
In a way, sponsorship is the highest accolade a public 
affairs program can achieve. Sponsorship shows that the pro-
1\ gram is of such interest that an advertiser feels it is -worth l ~
j1 sponsoring. InformationaJ. programs, when sponsored, can build 
prestige, and sell goods. On the other hand, sponsored informa-
tional 
I 'tvorlr. 
I 
programs provide both income and prestige for the net- l 
I In keeping with the tone of most public affairs program~ 
'I commercial copy demands an intelligent 
.an example, WestL~ghouse gears most of 
and factual approach. 
its commercial messages 
As· 
391lli· 
p. 31. 
4o 11Here \ve Go Again, Boys," Sponsor, January 23, 1960, 
411!?1£.' p. 32. 
:I 
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II 
toward company identification through company research, 
dignified demonstration of consumer products.42 
and li 
d 
',: 
In referring to sponsorship, a. statement made by Frank 
Stanton before the Federal Communications Commission is per-
tinent. He said: 
!I 
li 
_, 
q ,, 
I I, 
jl 
In presenting top-quality programming, the advertiser 
11
1 
- identifies himself with quality. In sponsoring excellence, 
he earns an extra measure of confidence and trust. We must 11 
remember the impressive role of advertisers who have been li 
satisfied wi·th less than. mass circulation and have support-
ed distinguished series.~3 
An analysis of CBS Television programming during the 
jj 
\i 
!I 
'I II 
first three months of 1960 shows that 17.9 per cent of the total!! 
II 
programming falls in·to the area of news, public affair~ and !I 
sp!Orts. 44 Because of this high amount, informational program- il 
q 
ming sponsorship is very important. It has been estimated un- !I 
11 
" i officially that during the 1960-61 season the total program- ii 
I 1
1 
1 ming of the CBS Ue1 .. 1s and Public Affairs organization may genera~~ 
\as much as $40,ooo,ooo in revenue, through program and time \1 
I sales.45 I 
! ! 
:j At the present time, arrangements are being made for 
i! 
the sponsoring of public affairs programs under a system that li ,. 
will be the first of its kind in television history. The II II 
II 1----4-2---------------------,1 
· ~., P• 48. II 
p. 74. 
II 
43ttPublic Service Report, 11 Television Age, April 4, 196o,ll 
II ~bid. 
4511The 1959 Annual Review of CBS Ne'tvs, 11 p. 14. 
i 
I 
!I 
II 
! 
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1,. Firestone Tire and Rubber Company, who now sponsor fourteen 1! 
"EYewitness to History" programs on CBS, will undertake I' 
additional public affairs programs. The unusual contractual as4 
i 
II 
· pee~ as described in Television Age, lies in the fact that: 
''Firestone 1vill agree to sponsor coverage of events CBS News 
~~determines 
I~ division's 
II il 
worthwhile, pretty much a blanket endorsement of the 'I 
judgment and capabilities.ulr6 11 
III 
The problem of just how far into the Public Affairs 
Department sponsor influence should extend is important. In 
1947, Edward R. Murrow, then Vice-President and Director of 
Public Affairs Broadcasting for CBS, wrote a letter to ~tt. 
I 
Jack Gou+d, Radio Editor of the New York Times. This letter 
I outlined the policies of CBS in reference to sponsor control 
I of program content. In his letter he stated~ 
II II II 
II 
li ii 
' ~ il 
!: p 
!] 
" II 
!I 
ll 
i 
i 
i 
I 
il I. 
I' 
II 
.! II This network takes full responsibility for broadcasts li 
of news and analysis transmitted over its facilities. 1 
The individual broadcasters are members of Columbia's il 
staff and are paid by us and· responsible only to us. 11 
\ve set aside periods of net-.-;ork time for news and analysis " 
II vlhich are sold only to clients i.>Iho will sponsor them as II 
I 
they are developed by CBS. Under no circumstances ".vill j!
1
: 
i.'1e sell time for news and parmi t the sponsor to select a 1 
~~~~~~~!e~h=h~0~~e~~t 0~h~~!Y b~~~~!:~~? to us, or to 11 
111------------!l 46 11 
1 
Television Age, November 16, 1959, p. 11. 11 
4?The New York Times, January 26, 1947, Sect. 10, p. 11. lj 
L d 
il 
n ,, 
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In 195lt, 1-.fr. \villiam Paley and Dr. Stanton 1vrote a 
letter to Newsweek in response to questions posed by the maga-
.. zine. Their letter dated March 17, 195lt, stated: 11If this 
type of program is sponsored, the sponsor does not there-by 
purchase or in any way gain any right to control the contents 
of the program or the expression of opinion in it. u48 Mr. PaJ.ey, 
in speaking to the National Association of Radio and Television 
Broadcasters, pointed out that CBS bears full responsibility for 
public affairs broadcasts vlhich are aired by the networl'>:. 49 
Sig Nickelson has also stated: 
I only know that ~CBS News, we are given freedom to 
produce serious programs and are backed up with very 
large sums of money. \ve try to recover as much as we 
can through sales to sponsors without permitting the 
commercial asaect to intrude in the production of 
the program •. ?' 
As an example of this policy in action, there are several con-
troversial topics lined up for future neBs Reports 11 programs. 
The concept and program topics are all decided upon by CBS I'lev1s .5l 
Sig Hickelson has stated that Bell & Howell and Goodrich have no 
~~William Paley a~d Frank Stanton, A Statement in res onse 
to uestions asked b UevJSvJeek in a letter dated lfarch 1 1 
, lr9Vlilliam Paley, "The :aoad to Re~ponsibili ty, n An Address 
at the meeting of the National Association of Broadcasters, 
,phicago, Illinois, Hay 25, 1954. 
5°sig Nickelson, "It • s Not Enough to Fill Time, u An Address 
at the 15th Annual Radio and Television Institute, Athens, 
Georgia, January 27, 1960 .• 
5lPercy of Bell & Howell, PUblic Service for Profit, tt 
Television, December, 1959, p. 83. 
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· control over the program content. toJhen a program goes on the 
air the content of that program belongs to CBs.52 
The Assistant Director of Pubiic Affairs has stated 
that the type of company that sponsors informational program-
ming does not try to control program content.53 I1r. Kiermaier 
has also pointed out that there has been long-standing CBS 
policy, which keeps such programs as tttook Up and Live, 11 and 
; 11Lamp Unto l.1y Feetu from sale or sponsorship by any group.54 
But, Nr. Hickelson has also pointed out that when the Public 
Affairs Department is making up a program \·lhich they hope will 
be sponsored, they try to make the program have the qualities 
which a sponsor will want. This also holds true if programs are 
~being made for a series which is sponsored. The staff members 
! producing the program know what the sponsor 'l.vants .55 
IV 
The success of the CBS Public Affairs Department in 
attracting large audiences for its programs, and the marked 
rise in sponsor interest, has given the Public Affairs Depart-
ment a new stature. The question that emerges is: Can the 
52rntervie't>1 with Sig l<tlckelson. 
53rnterview 't>1i tb. John Kiermaier. 
~bid. 
55rnterview with Sig I·1ickelson. 
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Public Affairs Department safely walk the tightrope be~veen 
mass entertainment and upuren public affairs so that it can 
maintain its public image and its sponsors? Some critics of 
, the television industry think not. They maintain that with 
three networks competing for advertising dollars, there will be 
a debasing of values in public affairs programming. They feel 
that networks must chase the mass audience, not the uclass" 
audience. 56 In ~swer to this c:rl.ticism, James T. Aubrey, Jr., 
>president of the CBS Television Network, has said: 
we•re hopeful of finding the happy combination Where 
you appeal to the popular taste and program in the public 
interest. Remember we're an industry that can•t just 
give lip service to our responsibilities. We can't 
mouth high sounding phrases. OUr product is seen every 
day by the public. The record is there before them. We 
must face up to our obligations and realize that they are 
necessary to our existarice. I'm glad to say that CBS 
affiliates realize this too. 
While nobody likes to di$please, our paramount~ concern 
must be tovard the more5 effective use of our medium. Wa must do things better. 7 
Public affairs programming and advertising can work to-
gether, nr the betterment of each other. Sponsorship is needed 
if the American people are to enjoy more and better information-
~1 programs. Without public affairs type broadcasting, the 
prestige of television may be lowered to the point where the 
viewer will take the believability of the medium very lightly. 
ber 
' 
o.:t! 
56 11Aubrey of CBS, A New Era Ahead," Television, Septem-
1959, p. 108. 
57 Ibid.' p. 109. 
II 
1. 
!I 
l 
II 
The twentieth century will be chiefly 
remembered by future generations not as an 
era of political conflicts or technical in-
ventions, but as an age in which human society 
dared to thi~~ of the welfare of the whole 
human race as a practical objective. 
Arnold Toynbee 
CHAPTER V 
OTHER DEVELOPMENTS IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Any good public affairs department will place editorial 
skill ahead of electronic skills, and ideas above mere pictures •. 
The Public Affairs Department of CBS Nev1s v1as one of the first 
net;:Jorl\: organizations of its type to use an elect;ronic develop-
ment such as magnetic video tape as a tool for a fuller exer-
cise of keeping the public informed.l Today all television 
networlcs are using video tape as a production aid. It is the 
point of this section to point up developments that have played 
an important role in CBS Public Affairs broadcasting. 
A great step tov1ard pushing back the technological 
frontiers of television came in November of 1958. Through the 
~se of video tape, the Public Affairs Department was able to, 
in effect, hook the CBS Television Net'\vork into the tHelve-
nation :E.'urovision network for the coverage of the Coronation o1· 
Pope John XXIII.2 This program was broadcast in the United 
States as a fully edited and narrated hour-long program, less 
l,u:rhe 1958 Annual Review of CBS News, u Prepared by CBS 
News (New York, 195~J, p. 1~. (Mimeographed.) 
2
sig Hickelson, ttTelevision News Comes of Age,n The QRilJ, 
A Publication of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism 
fraternity, October, 1959. 
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than twenty hours after it occurred in Rome.3 A program such 
as this involves the skills of production, broadcast journalism, 
and electronics. The "~:Jay i.l1. which the program vras done has 
been described by Sig Nickelson: 
We sent Don Hewitt, one of our top producers, to 
Manchester, England, location of the only video tape record-
er in Europe converted to ~~erican standards. There, watch-
ing the Eurovision broadcast, he transferred to video tape 
the highlights of ·the i'ive hour c.eremony. Sitting beside 
him was Hinston Burdett, our Hiddle East correspondent 
headquartered in Rome, who provided running commentary 
\-Ihile the tape program vlas actually being put together. 
The instant the ceremony was over in the Vatican City, 
we had a complete one-hour video tape program, ready 
1·or broadcast. Don Hewitt took the tape back to New Yo~k 
by jet plane, and the program was presented that night. 
The Papal Coronation program was a miles·tone, ushering 
in an era which embles the Public Affairs Department to bring a 
report rrom Europe to the United states within hours Of the 
event. Although this system is complex, it enables CBS to 
present swift and thorough coverage of European stories. 
vJhen President EisenhovJer visited Europe in the Fall of 
1<759, a similar system was used to cover the event. This 
system involved the use of mobile units of the West German 
system, of Granada, Associated Rediffusion of England, and or 
.the French television network.5 This system involved the 
3nTlle 1958 Annual Reviei.v of CBS News, u p. 15. 
Lf.Sig Hickelson, "Television Netvs Comes of Age, u The Qum., 
A Publication of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism 
fraternity, October, 1959. 
5rbid. 
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translation of three different European television standards 
. into American standards.6 This was a technical feat, but the 
significance goes beyond the merely technical. Advances of" 
this type will allm4 the Public Afrairs Department to add 
both speed and depth to its coverage of overseas events. 
During the Middle East crisis, CBS News was the first 
television netvrork to use video tape 11 specials" in covering the 
proceedings of the United Nations. 7 This coverage had ''live 
bridges 11 by the correspondents assigned to the sto~y. This 
technique spared the viewer long stretches of repetitive trans-
lation and procedural details. It also brought the story oi' 
the United Nations to an evening audience much larger than the 
audience available dur~ng the daytime, when the action took 
place. 
As another example, on 1~Y 30, 1959, the Public Affairs 
Department presented liThe National l·femorial Day serv1ce.u8 
Some three hours or ceremony \vere condensed into a forty-five 
minute program.9 
Sig Hicl-celson has made the prediction that video tape 
will also bring major improvements in the coverage of political 
6Ibid. 
7uThe 1958 Annual Heview of CBS Ne\vs, u p. lLJ.. 
81Pl.9.· 
9Ibid., p. 15. 
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·conventions. Hr. Hickelson has stated, n ••• there'll be 
. a radical •new look 1 to convention coverage. It is of utmost 
necessity for the networl~s to unshackle themselves from gavel-
to-gavel coverage. nlO Mr. l•Iickelson went on to say: 
Video tape recording will enable network news editors 
to pare pre-balloting coverage to the bone and thus keep 
commercial pre-emptions to a minimum. The balloting 
session would, of course, be covered in its entirety.ll 
II 
Another new development in public affairs broadcasting 
is that of international television. Frank Stanton has told 
his stockholders that CBS News and Public Af1'airs viill move 
further into the field of international television, u • • • 
working closely viith Europes t"tielve nation networlt and \·lith 
broadcasting organizations in other parts of the world, to 
bring world-wide events into the .American home.ul2 
As an example, an international exchange of facilities 
and programs of a cultural and public affairs nature has been 
lOupoli tical New Look - Forecast by luckelson, u 
Broadcasting, September 8, 1958, p. 52. 
11Ibid. 
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negotiated by Associated Tele Vision and CBs.l3 Under the 
agreement, CBS Hill have the use of ATV 1 s new 525-line mobile 
video tape unit and use of studios ~~d technical facilities in 
England. In exchange, the British company will be able to use 
CBS facilities in America.l4 To date CBS has used the facilities 
in Englana for publ~c affairs broadcasts such as an interview 
vJi th the Duke of Harlborough on ttPerson to Person. ul5 
.Another major advance in overseas television coverage 
\vas scored by the Public Affairs DepartMent. during 1959, through 
the use of an airborne video tape unit which was sent to New 
Delhi,l6 to produce a special hour-long edition of 11Face The 
Nation, ul7 rea turing an intervievl 1-1i th India 1 s Prime Hinister 
Nehru. 
CBS News vJas t11e first customer for a DC-4 flying video 
tape unit.l8 This plane which is used for both the recording 
of news and or public affairs programs, is completely self-
1311ATV-CBS tp to P' & CUltural Exchange, 11 Variety, 
(New York), November 18, 1959, p. '+3. 
llf.rbid. 
15Ibid. 
16uTha CB3 Television Ne·tv10rk, 11 Prepared by the CBS 
Television Network, (New York, 1958), p. lB. (Mimeographed.) 
17Ibid. 
l8unadio-TV Taka Off'. in Aircraft, •• Broadcasting, April ~ 
1960, p. 53. 
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sustaining.l9 Thus, video tape, vJith immediate, high quality 
playback, has become very important to the Public Affairs 
Department as it develops in the field of internat~onal televi~ 
sion. 
\·lith all these new developments, Sig Nickelson has loolt-
ed into the future and stated:, 
Experience gained in the 'Use of video tape to cover 
such events as President Eisenhower's trip during 1959 
and the Coronation of Pope John XXIII will be brought 
into play to bring into the homes of the J~erican viewer 
important happenings from abroad. In its plann~ng, CBS 
News is looking ahead to the day, not far orr, when live 
television will span ocaans and continents as world-wide 
communications system.2 
, III 
The impac·t of many public affairs programs discussed in 
this study are not limited to a one-time television presentation. 
Public affairs programs are aistributed to other television 
stations through CBS Films, Inc. 21 Extensive arrangements have 
made possible the borrowing of film prints from leading organi-
zations which charge only a small fee. 
Since the programs of the Public Affairs Department are 
sold to CBS Telev~sion NetworK, it is up to the net1-10rk to sell 
them or arrange for whatever type of distribution they want 
l9Ibid. 
20 11The 1958 Annual Review of CBS Nevis, u p. 18. 
2luTV Accepts its Greatest Challange, 11 Television, 
May, 1958, p. 84. 
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. the program to have~ The Text-.ti'ilm Division of the HcGraw-Hill 
·Book Company, has an extensive library of CBS public affairs 
programs available. McGraw-Hill distributes such programs as, 
11See It Now,u nyou Are There,n "The Search,u "Air Power,u and 
one program from the nAdventure" series.22 In the same \•lay, 
1-1odern Talking Pictures Service, Inc~, offers the first t1:1o 
programs in the nconquestu series.23 
Several companies vlhich have sponsored public affairs 
programs also make film copies available to the public. Among 
this list of sponsors is Prudential, distributing its program 
•'The Tiventieth Century .u Other programs being circula·ted by 
:sponsors include special science programs v-Ihich were sponsored 
i'bY the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, special in-
formational programs \'lhich have appeared on the "Armstrong 
Circle Theatre,n sponsored by the Armstrong Cork Company, Inc., 
and the program series uBold Journey, n vJhich \vas sponsor cd by 
the ~alston-Purina Company$24 T.ha management of the McGraw-
Rill Company has stated that CBS public affairs programs are, 
u • • • set aside because of their broad application to school, 
1College and adult groups of many different kinds. u25 
22Ibid. 
23Ibid. 
24Ibid. 
25nText-Films,u A Presentation of the NcGraw-Hill Book 
Company, (New York, 1959), p. 61. (}timeographed.) 
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Other CBS public affairs programs are distributed by 
''CBS Television Film Sales, Inc. This subsidiary of CBS not only 
•· sells filmed programs to stations, regardless of netvmrk 
affiliation, and to local, regional, and network advertisers, 
but acts as a sales representative for CBS News Fi~ CBS News 
Film distributes summaries of ne1.vs events prepared by the CBS 
News and Public flSfairs Department.26 As these films are pre-
pared, they are sent to stations by plane. Two programs which 
1.vere offered in 195'+ "\vere ttNews Quiz Sho1t1, u and 11NeVJs Highlights 
of Events.n27 From these two basic programs the .Film Division 
no~ carries many other public affairs programs. As an example 
.of the growth of this disseminating department, in 1955 there 
1vere over 300 correspondents and cameramen tJ:l.roughout the vrorld 
gathering subject matter for CBS News Film.28 During 1955 the 
number of stations subscribing to ·the news service was fifty-one 
stations. This total included forty stations in the United 
states, four in Europe, and one television station in Alaska, 
CUba, Hawaii, Japan, Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Venezuela. In 
addition, CBS News Film was carried by thirty Canadian stations 
through the netv1ork facilities of the Canadian Broadcasting 
27Ibid. 
28~. 
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Corporation.29 
During 1958 CBS Television Film sales 'tms reorganized 
and renamed CBS Films, Inc.30 As in previous years it continued 
to sell its catalog of entertainment and informational pDqgrams •. 
As an example, CBS Films, Inc .. , has sold two informational 
programs, "Air Povler,u and 11You Are There,u to television 
station vJPIX in Ne1t1 York City.31 The product of CBS News Film 
has grown so that it is now seen by more than ll5,ooo,ooo 
viev1ers in three out of four television homes throughout the 
world.32 
Thus, as a business and as a service to the public, the 
Public Affairs Department has seen its programs move ahead on 
stlll another front, that of program exchange and distribution. 
The greater circulation eai~tes to the effectiveness of the 
Department, in that more people are able to see each program. 
ia 
The Prestige Dldependent, u Broadcasting, June 6, 
'~if!arent m~a~a ana different 'levels• 
of communication not only attract different 
audiences but they also treat the same topics 
in different ways •••• u 
Bernard Berelson 
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CHAPTER VI 
PUBLTC AFFAIRS AND THE VIEWER 
ij Through television it is possible to keep the nation 
j, 
ilinformed and assured of world conditions. No matter what the 
l.age, education, or social standing of the viewer, news and 
!public affairs programs have become very popular.l Television 
can simultaneously inform and remind the viewer of conditions 
that affect his very being. As William Brooks puts it: 
••• from its telling an American viewer has perhaps 
gained a set of additional facts on which to base an in-
telligent decision as a participating member of a republic. 
A Chinese statistician once estimated that the impact 
q of a __ single picture was equal to that of ten thousand words. 
ll New multiplication must be performed to gauge the impact 
11 o£ a picture in motion, accompanied by sound, capable or 
:! instantaneous transmission across the reaches of the world.2 
llToday the faces and character of our country 1 s leaders have ba-
li !come as familiar to the viewer as the face of his neighbor down 
the block. Time after time in recent history, audiences have 
turned to broadcasting for informational programs.3 
lGiraud Chester and Garnet R. Garrison, Radio and Tele-
vision (New York: Appleton-Gentury-Grofts, Inc., 1950}, p. 328. 
2william F. Brooks, Radio News Writing (New York: 
McGraw Hill Book Company, 19~8), p. 143. 
l 
II 
· 3paul F. Lazarsfeld and Patricia L. Kendall, Radio ListEil 
ing in America (New York: Prentice-Hall Company, 1~~), p. 21. 
--
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As an example of the important role television plays 
in the life of the average American, in 1956 over 31t,ooo,ooa 
families in the United States had one or more television sets, 
and as a group had invested over 16.6 billion dollars for 
purchase and maintance. These 1956 figures also show that each 
family averaged over six hours of television viewing per day.lt 
As of January 1, 1959, ~,ooo,ooo families owned one or mora 
sets.5 Viewing per home on a national basis average six hours 
.per day, a level of activity which has now bean maintained for 
many years. 
It took television tan years to reach 34,ooo,ooo homes 
in the United States. It took the telephone eighty to the 
reach that number; electric wiring, sixty-two years; automobiles, 
forty-nine years; the electric refrigerator, thirty-seven years; 
and radio, twenty-five years. The general public's investment 
in both time and money, combined with television's rapid rate 
of growth, has vital implications. It provides a striking 
measure of the public's interest and acceptance. It would be 
hard to find any business or industry with so clear and explicit 
~ompany 
r' 
~+"Nielsen Television Index,u National Television Nielsen-
First re ort for March 1 6 (New York: A.C. Nielsen 
is a leading research organization which studies and 
on broadcasting audience data. 
5uTelevision '59,u A Report Prepared by the A.C. Nielsen 
(Ne~Yorkt January, 1960), p. 5. 
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a stamp of public approval.6 
In the early days of television, several studies found 
. the number of daily viewing hours per set to be so high it was 
believed that once the novelty of owning a set had worn off a 
substantial decline in viewing hours would result.7 In reality 
just the opposite has been the case. Dr. stanton explains this: 
It is my belief that the added visual dimension of 
television prolongs the factor of novelty almost indefinite-
ly, if only because it involves the texture of human per-
sonality far more deeply and inseparably than does radio. 
This texture is of infinite variety and interest. Inten-
sive studies of representative communities indicate that 
there is no tendegcy for the viewing of any particular 
group to decline. 
Television's effect on the viewer has also been examined in 
detail in the book, American Voting Behavior. This volume 
points out that a viewing audience feels as though it was being 
taken to the event, with rree time to explore and see for 
itselr.9 Perhaps it can be said that inherently television has 
6columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., 11Network Practices,• 
A Memorandum SUpplementing the Statement of Frank Stanton, Pre-
pared for the Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce 
(New York: Columbia Broadcasting system, Inc., 1956J, p. 6. 
7Ibid., p •. 9. 
8Frank Stanton, neBS • • • Now and Tomorrow, 11 An Address 
before the Central States Grou 
9Kurt and Gladys Engel Lang, "The Mass Media and Voting,tt 
,~Burdick, E. and A.J. Brodbeck (ads.) American Voting Behavior 
:(Glencoe, Illinois; The Free Press, 1959), p. 232. 
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become the most authentic of the mas:s media. 
II 
Since the Americru! public is attracted to television, 
it is important to this study to note what ;!type of programs are 
.viewed and, in particular, just how many people view public 
affairs programs. Not everyone has the same taste in television 
programs, anymore than they have the same taste in food, furni-
ture, or friends. There is no such thing as a "single" viewing 
audience. This hold true to an extra degree in public affairs 
broadc§,sting. 
The responsibility of any televisiqn netvlOrk or public 
affairs agency is to serve a wide range of tastes. One diffi-
culty is that certain groups are surprisingly small in members. 
For this reason, it is unrealistic to postualte any average 
mental age or average maturity to vihich public affairs programs 
should be directed. The Public Affairs Department must visuali~ 
different orbits of interest, with a general goal of enlarging 
.the members that demand more informational programming. As an 
example, J. L. Van Volkenburg, formerc President of CBS Tele-
vision, has stated, "The most constructive solution to the 
problem seems to be to try to keep ahead of changing patterns of 
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:taste. And there is reason to be optimistic of their gradual 
:improvement. ulO 
The viewing audience for public affairs programs on 
the CBS Television Network has continued to increase each~year, 
'frequently exceeding the audience for competing entertainment 
programs on other networks.11 A few examples of viewer responds_ 
will make this point clear. 
In 1952, members of the press, along with the general 
-public, relied heavily on television cameras for coverage of 
.political conventions. In discussing CBS News and Public 
:Affairs coverage of those conventions, Lowell Thomas has said: 
The members of the working press were absent in large 
numbers from this convention /Democratic National Conven~ 
tion7. They were watching television - - confirmation that 
tel'e.vision can and does cover special events of this tYl)@ 
in far better fashion than any other medium.l2 
As another example, during March 1954, Edward R. Murrow 
devoted one program in the "See It Nowu series to an indictment 
of Senator HcCarthy. This program touched off a very large 
audience response. At CBS a group of telephone operators were. 
kept busy taking calls from the end of the program through the 
lOJ. L. Van Volkenberg, "Television as an Extension 
School of Democracy,u A Commencement Address at the Universit o:r 
finnesota December 1 1 • 
lluThe 1958 Annual Review of CBS News,u Pr~pared by CBS 
~ews (New York, 1959), p. 13. (Mimeographed.) 
: 
1~owell Thomas, (Unpublished report from CBS Television 
¢overage of the Democratic National Political Convention, Chicag~ 
:J:llinois, 1952 •. ). 
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next day and night. JUst twenty-four hours after the telecast, II 
the network had received 14,291 telephone calls and 3,470 tele- 11 
grams.l3 II 
I 
The response to the program ttAir Power" provides an-
orbher example. The viewing audience of this program has been 
li described by Sig Mickelson: ·1 
During its original 26 week run, •Air Power• was seen I~ 
at some time by 85.6 per cent of all u.s. television homes, Jl 
as estimated by Nielsen. Among families which had televi~ · , 
sion sets at the start of the series (November 11, 1956) !I 
and who saw at least one program more than 50 per cent i 
saw ten or more. The audience stayed at a high and un- 1'. 
usually steady level. On a share-of-audience basis, 
the series ranged from a low of 34.7 to a high of 42.8, l.;l, 
with an average Oil 38.4.1'+ II 
The success of CBS public affairs programs during the ji 
years between 1.956 and 1958 was reflected in growing audience II 
popularity, awards, press comment, and active support by op1nio111 
I leader groups.l5 As an example of response during 1958, the I 
i' · II 
j program "Riot in East Berlin n: was reviewed by Newsweek. The II 
lj television critic for the magazine stated: 
• • • last SUnday over CBS-TV was a grimly dramatic 
program called 'Riot in East Berlin.• Responsible in a 
large degree for such opportunities in network public 
affairs is • ~ • CBS 1 s ventu~e Public Affairs Depart-
ment •••• 1 
13"Radio-TV Take the Stage in Nev1 HcCarthy Tempest., n 
Broadcasting-Telecasting, March 15, 19~, p. 31. 
14nTv Accepts Its Greatest Challenge," Television, 
May, 1958, p. 82. 
15"The 1958 Annual Review of CBS News, 11 p. 10. 
I 
j, 
I 
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I The relationship between the viewer and the public :1 
affairs programs during 1959 can be seen from the following 
facts. 11The Twentieth Century 11 was seen by an average of 
11,150,000 viewers for each program in 1959.17 In its first 
broadcast, "Woman" outrated its competition and was viewed by 
an estimated 6,052,000 people during daytime hours.l8 "CBS. 
Reports 11 first broadcast, 11Biography of a Missile," had a 
reported audience of ll,OOo,ooo.l9 The second program in this 
series, 11The Population E:Xplosion,u reached an audience of 
11t,ooo,ooo.20 
The relationship between public affairs and the viewer 
il 
I• 
I' 
,j 
II !, 
il 
ij !i 
II 
I 
i il 
II ,, 
'I L 
II 
;I 
can be seen from still another dimension. 'I The quality of pro- !, 
grams produced by CBS News was demonstrated in 1959 by the 
receiving of thirty major awards.21 As an example, for the 
third consecutive year the Peabody Committee presented what it 
has termed its 11most important 11 award to the CBS Television 
Ne~vork, that for public service. The citation for this a-v1ard 
li 
!I 
li li 
I' 
·I 
-------------------------------1, i' 
1l 
News 
l711 The 1959 .An..'rlual Review of CBS News, 11 
(New York, 1960), p. 13 (Mimeographed.) 
18Ibid. 
l9Ibid. 
20Ibid. 
21Ibid. 
Prepared by CBS 11 
il 
r 
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said in part: 
Several of these comprehensive reports treating the 
news in depth were issued when the ne'l.'IS '\vas still '\'lhi te-
hot and were significant contributions ~~ the public 
understanding of very important issues. 
Several Sylvania Awards were also won by CBS News in 1959 for 
1 such public affairs programs as nThe Coronation of Pope .John 
II XXIII, rr "The Face of Red China; 11 and 11The T\>Ientieth Century, rr 
I 
; was rated as the outstanding documentary series of the year.23 
I 
III 
I 
1 After a public affairs program has been aired, pyblic 
I response and interest IL."Ust be measured. Both Sig Mickelson 
and .John Kiermaier have stated that the Public Affairs Depart-
ment judges midience response by three primary methods24: 
rating~, letters, and the reviews of television critics. 
1
1 Ratings give the Department the answer to a very 
simple but important question: What do viewers choose f!DOm 
among the existing program fare? The Department believes 
that ratings, "!..Jhen properly taken serve a useful purpose in 
providing a. measure of audience reaction.25 But ratings only 
22t'Hol'r Television Serves the Pu.Uic,n Television, 
May, 1959, p. 3· 
23uThe 1959 Annual Review of CBS News, 11 p. 10. 
2~terview with Sig Mickelson, President, CBS News, 
New York, April 15, 1960. 
25+bid. 
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A parti-
11
1 
cular characteristic of television is that many messages go 
reveal the viewers• choice among available programs. 
out to the viewer from many sources but not many come back. 
Because of this, letters and post cards are also important?6 
in determining audience reception. John Kiermaier, Assistant 
Director of Public Affairs, has stated that in the case of 
II 
I 
I 
letters, 
tant.27 
the quality of comment is looked upon as being impor- I 
underlining what Mr. Kiermai.er has said, Wcllbnr Schra.nml 
has also commented upon this subjectt 
I can testify from my awn experience that there are 
hundreds of men and women in important positions in the 
media who are looking hungrily for encouragement when 
they push standards up a bit or try something new at a 
higher level. The audience for rock'n'roll, the westerns, 
the wrestling matches make themselves heard. Where are 
the audiences for the documentaries, • • • a few hundred 
letters or calls may make a significant difference.28 
The third way in which the PUblic Affairs Department 
measures the public's taste is from the reviews of television 
critics~29 The Department feels that newspaper reviews many 
times reflect the general feelings of the public 
I 
I 
II I lj 
II 
I 
I 
I 
26rnterview with John Kiermaier, Assistant Director of 1
1 
Public Affairs, CBS News, New York, April 15, 1960. 
27Ibid. 
28wilbur Schramm, t~he College Woman and the Mass Media, 
An Address at the Biennial National Convention of the Associa- I 
tion of University Women._ Kansas GitY. Missouri, June 21+. 1959. 1! 
29Interview with John Kiermaier. I 
I 
I 
I, 
i 
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The Public Affairs Department is very interested in 
lmowing what the pUblic wants to see. The stereotype of a 
big network Public Affairs Department and the little viewer 
must be eradicated if the Department is to meet the public's 
needs. 
The Public Affairs Department has been hopeful that 
I ,, 
' 
, through television exposure to significant events, an interest I 
I and awareness wou1d be created, leading to greater public ,
1
, 
understanding.30 It a.ppears that the Department may bQ 
overoptimistic. Evidence indicates that interest in public 
affairs programming may be superficial. The University or 
Michigan SUrvey Center v1ill soon publish a book ent.itled !a! 
American Voter. The conclusion reached by this massive stumy 
is indicated in the following paragraph: 
In general, public officials and people involved in 
public relations tend to overestimate the impact that 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
contemporary issues have on the public. They find it I 
difficult to believe that the reams of newspaper and 
hours of television and radio time could be ignored by any 
normal person within the reach of those media. The fact 
seems to be, however, that the human perceptorium is 
highly selective, and unless it happens to be tuned to a 
particular wavelength, the message transmitted over the 
wavelength will be received only as a noise. Increasing 
its amplitude does not always make the message more in-
telligible, nor does it impel the listener to pay closer 
attention rather than flicking the 1off 1 switch. Like 
homeostatic mechanisms that control the range of varia-
3°s1.g Mickelson, uloO,OOO,OOO Eyewitnesses," An Address 
before the St. Louis Rotary Club, St. Louis, Missouri, March 24,, m. ! 
I 
II 
I' 
' 
I I . 
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tion in body temperature, blood sugar, blood pressure 
and the like, this perceptual screening seems to protect 
the individual citizen from too strenuous an overload of 
incoming information • • • .31 
i 
II il 
I' v 
The examples given so far demonstrate the relationships I 
which exist between the viewer and public affairs programs aired! 
,, 
over the CBS Television Network. According to CBS officials, 
the publicts response to these programs is good and getting 
better.32 Mr. Kiermaier has stated: '"Of course the public 
I' 
I! 
I 
~esponse to public affairs programs is not as good as the respo1' 
to entertainment programs. But the general public do respond 
1 
i 
to such programs as 'The Twentieth Centuryt and tCBs Reports r.ar3311 
II 
Public affairs broadcasting is a phenomenon distinctive I 
pf our age. The audience for these programs is large and of I 
II 
II 
fiii'fering composition. The·' Pc.bllc.··.A.t'f'airs: Department may need 
~o spend more time building a two-way communication system 
between itself and the viewing public. The viewer does have 
m influence over programming. 
If a viewer believes that westerns are the best programs 
pn television it should not be because he hasn't discovered a 
program such as uFace The Nation." While television can and 
31Ibid. 
32rnterview with Sig Mickelson. 
33Interview with John Kiermaier. 
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does provide public affairs programming, it must do so within 
the context of its primary function. This function is to main-
tain its position as a popular medium and thus serve all the 
publics.3!f.-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 11-------------------------------------------------, 
34Louis Hausman, "Television :for What?," A Talk at the 
Broadcast Advertising Club of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, 
February 16, 1960. 
We believe that public-service programs 
are those which are created originally not 
solely to entertain but also to render a 
basic service to the public and furthur to 
educate, inform, and enlighten the listener 
or viewer. 
Donald H. McGannon, President 
\vestinghouse Broadcasting Company 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
Commercial televisi.on is not yet tv1enty years old. 
In these few short years it has developed into an important 
communications force. Television could not have achieved its 
rapid growth and development if it did not provide some form 
of satisfaction to great numbers of the American people. In 
order to satisfy the viewing public, a fair and workable bal-
ance of programming has had to be developed. This study has 
attempted to point out the \vay in which public affairs broad-
casting fits into the balance of CBS Netv10rk programming • 
• ~y concluding discussion of the Public Affairs Depart-
ment and its role in CBS Television Network broadcasting must 
list both problems and accomplishments. 
First, a basic problem is that public affairs broad-
casting has not yet reached maturity; it is still new and 
developing. The writer feels that there should be greater 
self-criticism and willingness to experiment than the Department 
has show.n to date. 
Strange as it .111.ay seem, a second problem is the need for 
trained personnel. Television journalism is a special area, 
requiring skilled individuals, the training of whom is as yet 
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I 1not uniform. The present Public P1fairs Department staff has 
!had to be built from the ground up. Time may help solve this 
!problem. Once a staff is established with broad geographic 
1 deployment, undoubtedly the problem of keeping it informed I 
about policy, methods, and standards will be more easily solved.! 
Another major consideration which has continued to il 
II jplague the Department is that of fusing words and pictures. 
I! 
!Although much progress has been made in this area, most public 
affairs programs still face the problem of converting serious 
land complex 
,I 
runderstand. 
' enough time 
concepts into ideas which the general public can 
The CBS Public Affairs Department has not devoted 
to analyzing new methods of increasing the public 
derstanding of these situations. 
II 
I 
I! 
II 
,, The Department also has a need for new and better I equip- 1 
!\ment. This ranges from the need for better motion picture 
!:facilities to video tape, and equipment for international tele-
il 
livision. In short, the Department still has many technical 
'I 
~roblems which, hopefully, will be solved in time. 
One other major problem is the seeming lack of direction 
Public Affairs Department. More specific goals and 
for both the Department and its programs must be 
eveloped. Although television is an ever-changing medium, the 
blic Affairs Department must have some idea of just where 
•t is going and how it plans to achieve its goals in terms of 
1 olicy and practice. 
I 
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II 
Today, virtually all special interest groups - educa-
tional, civic, religious, and governmental - qui·te properly 
regard television~ a potential force for bringing information 
and cultural awareness to the total American public. But it 
1must also be remembered that a network cannot be over-weighted 
1 
ilwi th public at· fairs programming since any network, if it is to 
I 
jsurvive, must not only inform and enhance cultural life, but 
lialso entertain. 
~~~· This study in no way suggests that the Public Affairs 
j
1
Department is doing all it can in the field of public informa-
IJtion and enlightenment, but with the advent of such programs 
d !las "CBS Reports,u "Eye Witness to History,u and "The Twentieth 
II century, 11 there are signs" tba t the Department is beginning to 
Jjreach maximum audiences and is helping to increase the cultural 
!awareness of its audience. 
i 
I In the area of programming, the Public Affairs Depart-
t 
llment has made plans for more programs, many of which will be in 
!lprime evening time. In doing this, however, the Department must 
~~be care:f.'ul. not to tend too much toward mass appeal. entertain-. 
ment programming. Some of the more recent CBS Public Affairs 
!programs show that this may be starting to happen. An attempt 
to gain mass appeal may lead to compromise on the content and 
alue of public affairs programs. A working definition of 
• 
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what constitutes the content of public affairs programs must be 
developed. As ste,ted in the introduction, tbxoughout this 
study the writer has turned to the public affairs programs 
already broadcast by CBS for a working definition of public 
affairs programs. However, the Public Affairs Department must 
develop a policy and definition of public affairs programs to 
use as a guideline for programning if the Department is to 
fully develop as ru1 organized unit. 
Advertiser interest in public affairs is another impor-
·tant area of development. Advertising dollars spent on public 
affairs progra.ns may spur bigger and better presentations. 
Therefore, more attempts must be made to interest advertisers 
in sponsoring these programs. 
The Public Affairs Department has sho,.;n that it is 
never completely satisfied with its programs. This is good 
and desirable. The writer feels that even more pressure from 
the general viel'ler a.nd special interest groups must be exerted 
on the Department if more and better programs are to develop. 
It is only by adaptation and change that the Public Affairs 
Department will be able to survive and grm-;. 
Louis Hausman, Director of the Television Ir~ormation 
Office, has s~1ed up the case for public affairs broadcasting 
in the following manner: 
Sometimes I think many of us are too prone to consider 
our public affairs and cultural programs as laudable in 
their 1yay, but not very important. It seems to me that 
we underestimate the American people's genuine interest 
in their communi ties, their country and the viOrld in 
which they live. There is no question that as ~ as 
the immediate profit and loss statement is concerned, 
these programs may not be as impressive a factor in 
-111-
your financial statement as the staples of entertainment. 
But they do fulfill a genuine obligation that every station 
OvJes to the public. They do enhance your station's image 
in your community. And in the long run, by creating 
prestige and respect, they enhance the effectiveniss of 
the medium and thereby its commercial well-being. 
~ouis Hausman, 11Programming For Understanding," A Sneech 
at the Broadcasters• Promotion Association Convention, Philadel• 
phia, Penn., November 2 2 1959. 
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PROGRAM: 
DATE: 
TIMEt 
TYPE: 
CONTENT: 
PROGRAM:: 
DATE: 
TIMEt 
TYPE: 
CONTENT: 
I 
l1 
I PROGRAM: 
DATE: 
TIME:: 
TYPE:. 
CONTENT:: 
PROGRAM: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
TYPE: 
APPENDIX A.. 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMs· 
PRESENTED ON THE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 
DURING THE 195'9 FALL SEASON 
SEPTEMBER 1 - DECEl.ffiER 31, 19 59 
NIGHTT:rnE 6 P.M. - NET\VORK SIGN OFF 
"The President Speaks in L.ondon u 
TUesday, September 1 
8 :00-8 :30 p.M. 
Public Affairs -- Discussion 
Historic public discussion on world affairs between 
President Eisenhower and British Prime Minister 
Harold Macmillan at 10 Downing Street (Repeat 
broadcast of 10:00-10:30 A.M. program) 
EYE\>JITN'ESS TO HISTORY: 1lE:Lsenhower in Parisn 
Thursday, September 3 
7:30-8:00 P .. N .. 
News 
On-the-scene broadcast of President's arrival at 
Le Bourget Airfieldi Paris; parade of the President 
and General de Gaul e up the Champs Elysees to the 
Arc de Triomphe; ceremonial functions and official 
conferences with eyewitness reports by CBS News 
Correspondents David Schoebrun, Lou Cioffi, and 
Charla s Collingwood 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: 
SUnday, September 6 
6:.30-7:.00 P.M. 
·~ter With Caution - The 
Atomic Age, tt Part I 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Documented story of an actual atomic accident in a • 
radioactive isotope laboratory in Houston, Texas (Repeat broadcast) 
11Address by President Eisenhower•• 
Thursday, September 10 
7:30-7:45 P.:r:r. 
Public Affairs - Talk 
CONTENT: 
PROGRAM:. 
DATE: 
TIME: 
TYPE: 
CONTENT: 
PROGRAM: 
DATE: 
TDfE: 
TYPE: 
CONTENT: 
PROGRAM: 
DATE: 
TINE: 
TYPE: 
CONTENT: 
PROGRAM: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
TYPE:. 
CONTENT: 
PROGRAJ.f: 
DATE: 
TIME:~ 
TYPE: 
CONTENT::. 
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Report on his recent talks with leaders in tvestern 
Europe, the current crisis in Laos and Soviet Premier 
Khrushchev's upcoming American tour 
nReport on Laos" 
Thursday, September 10 
7:45'-8:00 P.H. 
Public Affairs - News and Discussion 
Special on-the-scene filmed report of conflict 
between Communist North Vietnam units and troops 
of the Laotian Government with commentary by CBS 
News Correspondents PErter Kalischer, Walter Cronkite, 
Howard K. Smith and special guest Dr. Thomas Dooley, 
32-year-old missionary doctor 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: 
SUnday, September 13 
6:30--7 :00 P .. H. 
"Enter \'lith Caution - The 
Atomic Age, u Part II 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Second in a two part documentary about an actual 
atomic accident in a radioactive isotope laboratory 
in Houston, Texas (Repea.t broadcast). 
THE T\'lENTIETH CENTURY:: "Reaching For The Moon n 
SUnday, September 20 
6:30-7:00 P.I-1. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Report on man•s attempts to reach the moon 
THE TWE!fl'IETH CENTURY:. ttThe Windsors" 
SUnday, September 27 
6 : 30-7 :00 P~-lv1. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Film biography of the Duke and Duchess of Windsor (Repeat broadcast) 
THE T\VENTIETH CENTURY:: UFBIU 
SUnday, October 4 
6:30-7:00 P.:t-i. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Historic breakthrough in the field of criminology 
and l~w enforcement (Repeat broadcast) 
II 
IJ 
II 
I• I 
PROGRAM:. 
DATE: 
TIME: 
TYPE: 
I CONTENT: 
PROGRAM: 
DATE~ 
TIME: 
TYPE:· 
CONTENT:-
PROGRAM: 
I DA:TE: TINE: I TYPE: 
' CONTENT: 
PROGRAM: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
TYPE:· 
CONTDT: 
SHALL WORLD 
Sunday, October 11 
6:00-6 :30 p .I-1. 
Public Affairs - Discuss1.on 
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Guests - Robert Frost, two-time Pulitzer Prize winner 
poet and consultant to the Library of Congress, from 
home in Cambridge, Mass.; A.P. Herbert, British poet, II 
playwright, novelist and lawyer, from Hammersmith, 
England; and Senora Dora Vasconcellos, poetess and 
Brazil's Consul General in New York, from New York 
Subject - Science and the moon -- a serious and 
sometimes humorous conversation about whether 
scientists may be endangering the world by throwing 
objects at the moon, and whether, after all, the 
moon shouldntt be reserved for poets and lovers 
THE T\VENTIETH CENTURY:. nauided Missilett 
Sunday, Gctober 11 
6:30-7:00 P.H. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Nazi Germany's secret research and development and 
Hitler's blunder in underestimating the military 
value of rockets (Repeat broadcast) 
SHALL ~vORLD 
Sunday, October 18 
6:00-6:30 P.H .. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Host - Edward R. Murrow from London 
II Guests - Senator John F. Kennedy (D.-Mass.} from 
1
. 
Atlantic City, N. J.; Sir Robert Boothby, British 
political commentator and former private secretary 1 
to Sir Winston Churchill from London; and V.K. Krishna 
Menon, India•s ch;ief delegate to the United Nations, 
from New York 
SUbject - Peace and tvorld conditions today 
THE. TWENTIETH CENTURY: atMussolini u 
sunday, October 18 
6:30-7:00 P.M •. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
BiographY of the first of the modern-day 
his rise and fall (Repeat broadcast) 
dictators -
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THE TWENTIETH CE:r--!TURY:. ttThe Movies Learn To Talktt 
1 
Bunda.y, October 25 
6:30-7:00 P .. l-1. 
Public Affairs -· Documentary I 
Sound comes to the motion pictures, and revolutionize~! 
an industry and an art l1 
li 
CBS REPORTS: "Biography of a 1-'tlssile" 
TuesdaY, October 27 
10::00-11:.00 P.N. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
The story of a. 76-foot Juno II missile 
print to countdo'lfm 
Reporter - Edward R. Murrow 
li 
I 
- from blue-
,II 
ll 
II 
Scientists - Dr. Wernher von Braun - Dir. of Develop- ,, 
ment Operations, ABMA. 
Dr • .Tames van Allen - Cham-physics Dept. 'I 
state University of Iowa 1 
Dr. William Pickering - Dir. Jet Propul- ! 
sion Lab., Cal. Inst. of 1
1
1 
Technology 1 
Dr. Eurt Debus, Dir. Missile Firing Lab- !1 
ABMA !j 
Dr. Fritz Mueller - Asst. Dir. Guidance li 
& Control Lab., ABMA. 11 
Otto Hobing, Chief of Missile Instrumen- 11 
tation Development, AB}iA. 11 
Co-operating agencies: NationaJ. .Aeronautics & Space II 
Administration (NASA) lj 
Army Ordinance Missile Commannll· 
(AOMC) l 
Army Ballistics Missile 11: 
Agency (AB:MA) 
u.s. ~ Force Missile Test 
1
1 
Center, Cape Canaveral, Fla. 
SMALL 'VIOBLD 
sunday, November 1 
6:.00-6:.30 P.M. 
Public Affairs -
Host - Edward R. 
Discussion 
MUrrow from New York 
GUests - Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion of Israel 
from Jerusalem; former Premier U Nu of Burma. from 
Hong Kong 
II ll ll 
il 
!I 
il 
II li 
!I II 
II 
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SUbject - Similarities and differences between 
Judaism and Buddhism, the role of small countries 
in the cold war and the problem of technical aid to 
underdeveloped countries 
TEE. TWENTIETH CENTURY: •sucide Run to Murmansktt 
sunday, November 1 
6:30-7:00 P.H .. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Story of most dangerous convoy run of World war II, 
the allied supply route to Russia 
SMALL WORLD 
sunday, November 8 
6 :.00-6:30 p·.M. 
PUblic Affairs - Discussion 
Host - Edward R. Murrow from London 
Guests - Jackie Gleason, television star and stage I 
actor from Philadelphia; Brendan Behan, author, play-
wright, poet and one-time Irish revolutionist from I 
Dublin, Ireland; and John Mason Brown, author, 1 
lecturer, critic from New York I 
SUbject - The art of conversation 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY:. n·The Age ~ the Jettt 
sunday, November 8 
6 :J0-7 tOO P.M. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Filmed history of commercial aviation, from World 
War I to the present 
CBS REPORTS: •'!'he Population Explosion" 
Wednesday, November 11 
10:00-11:.00 P.M. 
Public Aff,P.rs - Documentary 
Actuality program -a close look at the consequences 
of the high current rate of growth of the world's 
population - produced mainly in India - cities and 
farms 
Reporter - Howard K. Smith 
I 
II 
II 
I 
' 
I 
" I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
II 
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Participants - Jawaharlal Nehru - Prime }tlnister of 
India 
Lady Rama Rau - President of the 
Family Planning Association of India 
Shri s. Khazi - ~tlnister of Housing 
for Bombay St§te 
S.K. Patil - Minister of Food - India 
li. Jaswant Singh, Dr. Gen. of Health 
Services, India 
Shri C. Chandrasekhar, noted Indian 
demographer 
His Grace, Archbishop Joseph 
R~C. Bishop of New Delhi 
Monsignor Irving De Blanc, Head-
Catholic Family Life Bureau, vlashing- !i 
E ton, D.C. i: 
Sll.LALL t·JORLD 
Rt. Rev. James A. Pike, Bishop of 
Episcopal Diocese of Calif. 
SUnday, November 15 
6:00-6:30 p .J•1. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Host - Edward R. Murrow from Pawling, New York 
Guests - Alexander Chakovsky, editor-in-chief of 
Foreign Literature, a monthly literary magazine 
published in Hoscovl speaking from Hew York; 
Norman Cousins, editor of the Saturday Review from 
New York; and Gov. William G. Stratton of Illinois 
from Springfield, Illinois 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: "The Fall of China11 
SUnday, November 15 
6:30-7:00 P.M. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Historical rev!ew of the capture of Mainland China 
by the Communists ten years ago 
Guests - Pearl Buck and General Albert Wedemeyer 
SMALL WORLD 
SUnday, November 22 
6:00-6:30 P.H. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Host - Edward R. MUrrow from Manchester, England 
,, 
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Guests - Field l~rshal Viscount Montgomery from 
London; Gen. Mark Clark, currently president or the 
C~tadel, a south Carolina military college, from 
Charleston, s.c.; and former Hehrmacht General 
Fridel~ von Senger who surrendered to General Clark 
at Monte Cass~o in Italy, speaking from Basel, 
Switzerland 
Subject - Some of the strategic and political mis-
takes of World War II; comparative fight~g abilities 
of Americans, Russians, Chinese, Germans and Britons; 
Prussianism and whether it exists in Germany today; 
and the question of whether the three guests would 
again choose a military career if they had it to do 
over again 
TEE TVJENTIETH CENTURY: "Goermg 11 
sunday, November 22 
6::30-7:00 P.H. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Film profile of Adolf Hitler's second in command 
S¥.ALL \>JORLD 
SUnday, November 29 
6:00-6:30 P.H. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Host - Edward R. Murrow from Manchester, England 
I 
I' 
Guests -General Mark Clark from Charleston, S.C.; 
British Field Marshal Viscount Nontgomery from London; 
1 and former German General Fridolin von Senger from 1 
Basel, Switzerland in a second transoceanic military 
conversation 
Subject - soviet Premier Khrushchev's recent visit to 
the United States and the prospects for success of a 
Summit Conference 
THE TvJENTIETH CENTURY: 11Poland on a Tightrope, u 
Part I 
SUnday, November 29 
6:30-7:00 P.M. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
First part of an on-the-spot film report on life 
in Communist Poland 
I 
I 
I 
1: 
I 
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Address by President Eisenhower 
Thursday, December 3 
7:15-7:30 P.M. 
Public Aft.tairs - Talk 
-119-
"Peace and understanding at home and abroad, 11 prior 
to President's departure that night on his 22,000-
mile trip abroad 
SMALL WORLD 
SUnday, December 6 
6:00-6:30 P.l1. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Host - Edward R. Murrow from London 
Guests - Hedda Hopper, nationally syndicated Hollywooc 
columnist from HollY\'IOod 1 Simone Signoret, French 
film star frbm San FrancJ.sco;. and Agnes de l•1ille, 
choreographer from New York 
SUbject - relationship of the performing artist to 
public issues 
.I 
PROGRAM: THE TWENTIETH CENTURY:. "Poland on a Tightrope, n 
Part II 
DATE: 
TU-115: 
TYPE: 
CONTENT: 
PROGRAM: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
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CONTENT: 
Sunday, December 6 
6:30-7:00 P.M. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Second part of an on-the-scene film report of life 
in Communist Poland 
CBS REPORTS: "Iran: Brittle Ally" 
Friday1 December 18 10:00-~1 :00 P •. M. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Portrait of a country, allied with the United states, 
despite a 2,000-mile common border with Soviet Russia; 
included film report of President Eisenhower's visit 
four days earlier 
Reporters- Edward R. Murrow. and Winston Burdett 
Guests - Shah Mohammed Riza Pahlevi; Abol Hassan 
Ebteha.j; David Li1ienthal - now supervising building 
TVA-type project in K'uzistan, Iran; Col. William A. 
Kuhn, Deputy Chief of the u.s. Mission to Iran 
il I 
II 
!: 
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SH .. t\LL \VORLD 
Sllnday, December 20 
6:00-6:30 P.M •. 
Public Affairs - Discussion. 
Host - Edward R. MUrrow from London i, 
II, Guests - Dr. Arthur Larson, President Eisenhower's . 
advisor on:intarnational legal questions, from i 
Durham, N.D.; Judge Mahomedali c. Chagla, India's I 
Ambassador to the u.s., from The Hague, Netherlands; l 
and Senator Karl E. Mundt (R.-S.D.) from Rapid City, 
s~n. I 
SUbject - United States participation in the World 
Court 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: ttEnd of the Battlewagonn 
SUnday, December 20 
6 ::30-7 :DO P.M. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Historical review of the rise and fall of the 
battleship as a weapon of naval warfare 
ncarols of All Nations" 
Thursday, December 24 
11:15-11:30 P.11. 
li 
I 
i' ,I 
11 
li 
II 
.I 
·I ,,
II I! II 
ii 
'I I! 
I' 
Public Affairs - Christmas Special 
Group of United Nations employees offering 
al Yuletide songs of various countries 
tradition- I 
L 
II 
"The Vigil of Christmasn 
Thursday, December 24 
11:30 P.11 •. - 12:30 A.l-1. 
Public Affairs - Christmas Special 
Christmas Eve Service in the washington National (Episcopal) Cathedral, Washington, D.C. 
ttHoly Nightrt 
Friday, December 25 
12:30-1:00 A.M •. 
Public Affairs - Christmas Special 
Christmas music by combined adult and Children's 
Choir of St. Georgers Roman Catholic Church in 
St. Louis, Mo. 
,, 
II 
II 
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SMALL \VORLD 
SUnday, December 27 
6:00-6:30 P.N. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Host - Edward R. Murrow from New York 
-121- :; 
Guests - Han SU Yin (Dr. Elizabeth Comber), author, 
from Hong Kong; ~~lcolm Muggeridge, former editor 
of ttPunchu, from Geneva; and Leslie Blanche, author, 
from Los Angeles 
SUbject - Lovef·, marriage, polygamy and the rights 
of women today 
THE TWENTmTH CENTURY: "The Olympics" 
Sunday, December 27 
6::30-7:00 P.N. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
The historic world-wide sports competition, recaptur~ 
ing interesting and notev1orthy moments of past 
Olympic games 
=====t:t="""'!=',=·=-=======·. ----~- ---
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APPENDIX B I 
I 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS 1 
PRESENTED ON THE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 
DURING THE 1959 FALL SEASON 
SEPTEMBER 1 - DECEMBER 31, 19 59 
DAYTIME NETWORK SIGN ON-- 6 P.H. I, 
II LA1>1P UNTO MY FEET: ttA Canoe for the River•• !i 
Sunday, September 6 I 
10:00-10:30 A.M .. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Drama of early colonial American missionaries and 
their attempts to preach the word of God among 
Indians in the early 1800 1 s, with subsequent ·' 
discussion by Dr. Ronald E. Osborn, Dean of the !i 
Christian Theological Seminary, Indianapolis, Indiana, 
and moderator, Dallas Townsend 
·i I' LOOK UP AND LIVE: 11~he CUr~ of Ars 11 1! 
SUnday, September 6 .
1
, 
10:30-11:00 A .. M. 
Public Affairs - Religion J. 
Dramatized episodes in the life of Jean-Marie Vianney, 
a French parish priest whose selfless life has made jl 
him, since 1859, the patron saint of all parish 1 
priests - the first in a four-part series dealing 
with the lives and works of great Catholics of the 
19th century 
CAMERA THREE 
SUnday, September 6 
11:30-11:55 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Education 
English and Scottish ballads 
THE LAST \'lORD 
SUnday, September 6 
5:00-5 :JO P .. M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Discussion of questions pertaining to the EngliSh 
language by moderator Dr. Bergen Evans, Pr9fessor 
PROGRAM: 
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TYPE: 
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PROGRAH: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
TYPE: 
CONTENT: 
PROOIW-1:: 
DATE: 
TD1E: 
TYPE: 
CONTENT: 
PROGRAM: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
TYPEt 
CONTENT: 
of English, Northwestern University, John Mason 
Brown, author, lec·turer and critic, and special 
guests Gov. Foster Furcolo of Massachusetts and 
Elizabeth Janeway, author 
-123-
FACE THE NATION: ••M.C. Chagla, India • s Ambassador 
to the United States" 
SUnday, September 
5:J0-6::00 P.M. 
6 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
I 
II 
l 
! 
II 
,I 
I 
I 
II 
Interviewing panel - \'lilliam H. Lav1r ence of The New 
York Times; Elie Abel of the Detroit News; and George, 
Herman of CBS. News 1
1 
Hoderator - CBS News correspondent Bill Downs is 1
1
1 
moderator j 
Subj act - The crisis in Laos, China • s aggression into~-~ 
Indian Terri tory and rumors about the resignation of 
1
., 
Defense Minister Khrishna Menon 
.I 
LAiviP UNTO HY FEET: ttThe Stone and The Saviortt 
sunday, September 13 
10:00-10:30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Drama about religion behind the Iron Curtain, with 
subsequent discussion by special guest Dr. Theodore 
Adams, President of the Baptist World Alliance and 
Dallas Townsend, moderator 
LOOK UP AND LIVE: "Priest and Poet - - - Gerald 
Hanley Hopkinstt 
13 
,, 
d 
II 
ol II 
I 
II 
SUnday, September 
10:30-11:00 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Dramatization of life and 
starring Edward 1'1ulhare 
,! 
ideals of Father Hopkins, I! 
II 
U.N. Til ACTION {Season Premiere) 1
1 SUnday, September 13 ,1 
11:00-11:30 A.M. II 
Public Affairs - Di.scussion 1 
Discussion between special guest, U. N. Ambassador !, 
Henry Cabot Lodge and mod era tor Larry Lesueur on the 11 
forthcoming visit of Khrushchev and the United Nations 
General Assembly sessions which begin September 15 II 
II 
I' 
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CAMERA THREE: 11BalJ.ads Are News" 
SUnday, September 13 
11:30-11:55 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Educational 
Folk songs as musical newspapers 
past eras 
-124-
for illiterates in 
~e Moscow Fair - OUr Guides Return•• 
SUnday, September 13, 1959 
5:00-5:.30 P.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Dlterviews with guides from the American National 
Exhibit in Moscow 
FACE THE NATION:. Senator Mite Mansfield (D.-Mont.} 
SUnday, September 13 
5:30-6:00 P.~I. 
Public Affairs -· Discussion 
Interview Panel - Warren Duffee of United Press 
International; Philip Patter of the Baltimore Sun; 
and Paul Niven of CBS News 
Subject - Situation in Laos, Red Chinese aggression 
along the Indian border, Soviet Premier Nikita 
Khrushchev's impending visit to the u.s., and the 
over-all accomplishments of the 86th Congress 
"Address by Secretary of State Christian A. Herteru 
Thursday, September 1? 
11:.00-12:.00 Noon 
Public Affairs - Talk 
Secretary Christian A. Herter's speech on foreign 
policy before the United Nations 
WOMAN! uls The .American Woman Losing Her Femininity? 
Thursday, September 1? 
2:00-3:00 P.M. 
1 
I 
;1,' 
Public Affairs - Discussion . 
The question of whether the American woman is · 
achieving the fullest realization of her tr11e nature, J 
as analyzed by men and women of all walks of life in ; 
and around San Francisco, with subsequent dis~ssion 1 
by a. panel composed of Dr. Margaret Mead, anthropolo-1 
gist; Dr. Meyer Fortes, Professor of Anthropology a.t 
1 Cambridge; Dr. Morris Janowitz, Professor of · 
Sociology at the University of Michigan; Professor 
II 
II 
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John McKee, psychologist, University of California; 
Professor Alex Sherrifs, psychologist at University 
of California; and Dr. Philip Rieff, psychologist at 1 
University of California, with Esther Williams as I 
hostess 
LAl·n? mr.ro MY FEET: ttA Matter of Dollars and Rublestt 
SUnday, September 20 
II 
I 
10:·00-10:30 A.M. I 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Drama, starring sam Jaffe, about two geologists, one 11 American and the o.ther Russian who meet in a small 11 
Mideast nation and realize that they share certain i 
common beliefs despite conflicting backgrounds, 11 
with subsequent discussion by moderator Dallas I' 
Townsend and guest Dr. Clarence Pickett of the 1
1 
American Friend's Service Committee 
LOOK UP AND LIVE 
SUnday, September 20 
10:30-11:00 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Program devoted to John Henry Cardinal Newman 
U.N. IN ACTION 
SUnday, September 20 
11:00-11:30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Soviet U.N. strategy since the signing of the 
Organization • s charter in 194'>, as discussed by 
three U.N. correspondents: Thomas Hamilton of the 
New. York Times; Krishna Ba.J.a.raman ot the· "Hindu" 
of Madras (India); and Miroslav Radojcic of 
YUgoslavia's Pol1tka - with Larry LeSUeur moderator 
CAMERA THREE: ttAt the End of the Passage" 
SUnday, September 20 
11:30-11:55 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Education 
Adaptation of Rudyard Kipling's classic short story 
I. 
I' 
II 
!I 
II 
!I 
PROGRAM: FACE THE NATION: Dr. T. Keith Glennan 
DATE:: SUnday, September 20 
I 
I. 
I 
I !IME: 12:30-l:DO P.M. 
TYPE: Public Affairs - D:1.scussion 
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The Administrator of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, interviewed by Vern Haugland 
of the Associated Press, John ~1. Finney of the 
New York Times and CBS Newsman Charles von Fremd on 
the subject 'of u.s. Space plans and the effect of 
Russia's succ.essful moon shot on America's spa..ce 
program 
LAMP UNTO MY FEET:: "Woman of the Phariseestt 
· SUnday, September 27 
10:00-10:30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Drama showing the destructiveness or self-righteous-
ness with subsequent discussions by special guest 
Father Daniel Berrigan, Professor or Theology at 
Le Moyne College, Syracuse, New York, and Dallas 
Townsend, moderator 
LOOK UP AND LIVE: ttorestes Brownson" 
SUnday, September 27 
10:30-11:00 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Study of one of the most controversial thinkers 
of his time, a radical who searched constantly 
for the final truth and logic 
U.N. m ACTION 
SUnday, September 27 
11:00-11:30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Discussion of world disarmament problems by James 
J. Wadsworth, American Deputy Representative to 
the United Nations, and Howard c. Green, Foreign 
Hinister of Canada, with Larry Lesueur, moderator 
CAMERA THREE: "The Stout Gentleman" 
SUnday, September 27 
11:30-11:55 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Education 
Adaptation of Washington Irving 1 s story, in the 
second of a two-part series on 19th Century writing 
I 
!. 
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I 
FACE THE NATION:
2 
s
7
enator Hubert H. Humphrey (D.-Minn. ~. 
SUnday, September r 
12:30-1:00 p .. 14. 
-127-
TYPE~ Public Affairs - Discussion 
CONTENT: Interviewed by Carleton Kent of the Chicago Sun-
Times; John c. McDonald of the Minneapolis Tribune 
and Charles von Fremd of CBS News 
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Khrushchev 1 s visit and economic dislocations as 
a result of defense spending reductions in case of 
disarmament 
THE LAST \vORD 
SUnday, September 27 
5:00-5:30 P.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Regular panel and special guest Harry Ashmore, 
editor of Little Rockts Arkansas Gazette and Isaac 
Asimov, professor at Boston University School of 
Medicine 
"The sword and the Quill't 
sunday, September 27 
5:30-6:00 P.M. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Special program explaining the aims and accomplish-
ments of the Advertising Council 
LAMP.ID'IT'O MY FEET: "The Circlett 
Sunday, October 4 
10:00-10::30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Drama about a middle class neighborhood "invadedu 
by Puerto Ricans, with subsequent discussion by 
Rabbi Edward E. IO.ein of the Stephen \>lise Free 
SynA.gogue, and Rev. John M. Mulligan of The Church 
of JU1 Angels 
(TVR or the July 10, 1955 broadcast, repeated to 
illustrate the fact that a problem critical more 
than five years ago, is as bad or worse today) 
LOOK UP AND LIVE 
SUnd~, October ~ 
10:30-ll:OO A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
First of a five-part series commemorating 5 years 
of Protestant participation on the program: "The 
Theology of Jazzn featuring Dave Brubeck 1 s instru-
,I 
·' 
I 
II 
I' 
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mental quartet and R.av. Alvin Kershaw, expert on jazz and rector of All Saints Parish, Peterborough, 
Nevr Hampshire 
U.N. m ACTI.ON 
SUnday, October ~ 
11:00~11:.]0 A.M .. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Prince Aly Khan, Pakistan's Permanent Representative 
to the U.N., Manzoor Qadir, Pakistan's Foreign 
Minister, Joseph Lash, New York Post correspondent 
and George Wolff, correspondent of Agency France 
Presse in a discussion of Pakistan's outcome of the 
current South-East Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) 
and Central Treaty Organization (CENTO) meetings 
CAMERA THREE 
SUnday, October 4 
11:30-11:55 A.M.-
Public Affairs - Education 
Tribute to recently deceased American 
George .Antheil, vlith Alfredo Antonini 
several of his works 
composer, 
conducting 
FACE THE NATION: Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge 
SUnday, October 4 
12:30-1:00 P.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Permanent United States Representative to the United 
Nations interviewed on Khrushchev's reactions to 
this country and future Soviet moves in the light 
Of the Premier's visit by Peter Lisagor or the 
Chicago Daily News, William R. Frye or the Christian 
Science Monitor and Paul Niven of CBS News 
THE LAST vJORD 
SUnday, October 4 
5:00-5:30 p Jti .. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Regular panel and special guests Patricia CUtts, 
British actress, and BUssell Lynes, managing editor 
of Harper's magazine 
LA11P UNTO MY FEET 
SUnday, October 11 
10:00-10::30 A.M. 
II 
II 
I 
II II 
II 
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TYPE: Public Affairs - Religion 
CONTENTt Commemoration of the Jewish High Holy Days and a 
memorial to the late composer, Ernest Bloch 
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LOOK UP AND LIVE: nThe Four of Us Are Strangers" 
SUnday, October 11 
10:30-11:00 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
A dramatized analysis of the role that psychoanalysis 
plays in the life of a family almost destroyed by its 
own wrangling 
U.N .. IN ACTION 
SUnday, October 11 
11~0-11:30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Discussion of the Algerian situation, Khrushchev's 
disarmament proposals and the Berlin crisis by 
France 1 s Foreign Minister, Maurice Couve de Murville, 
Simon Malleyt correspondent for Le Progres Egyptian 
of Cairo, and Joseph Newman of the New York Herald 
Tribune 
CAMERA THREE 
SUnday, October 11 
11:30-11:55 A.H. 
Public Affairs - Education 
Camposer-pianist'Lukas Foss and an instrumental 
ensemble presenting a classical "jam sessiontt 
FACE THE NATION: Senator Lyndon B. Johnson (D.-Texas) 
SUnday, October 11 
12:30-1:00 P.J1 .. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Senate Majority Leader interviewed on presidential 
candidacy and foreign policy by Carleton Kent of the 
Chicago Sun-Times, Liz Carpenter of the Arkansas 
Gazett and Charles von Fremd of CBS. News 
THE LAST WORD 
SUnqay, October 11 
5:00-5 :jO P.I-1. 
Public Affairs ~ Discussion 
Regular panel and authors Allen Drury and Mary 
McCarthy 
'! 
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I 
I 
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LAMP UNTO MY FEET 
Sunday, October 18 
10:00-10:30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Drama about a middle-aged business executive who 
tries to recapture his youth, with discussion by 
Dr. Allen E. Claxton, President of the Manhattan 
division of the Protestant Council of Churches and 
moderator Dallas Townsend 
LOOK UP AND LIVE: w.rhe Gospel Singer 11 
SUnday, October 18 
10:30-11:00 A.M .. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Mahalia Jackson in a special program of spiritual 
selections, with special guest Rev. Alvin Kershaw 
I 
I· 
! 
I, 
II il 
I 
I 
II 
t! 
II 
U.N. IN ACTION 11~., SUnday, October 18 
11:00-11:30 A.M. ,. 
Public Affairs - Discussion I 
Discussion of the Tibetan problem by Gyalo Thondup, ji 
brother of the Dalai Lama, Frank Aiken, Foreign I 
Minister of lreland, Eric Britter, U.N. correspondent , 
for the London Times and Krishna Balaraman, U.N. 
correspondent for the "Hindun of Madras 
CAMERA TEREE: 11The U.N •. and the Arts" 
SUnday, October 18 
11:30-11:55 A.l-i. 
Public Affairs - Education 
Demonstrations of how the international organization 
has succeeded in visualizing abstract ideas on film 
and how the arts of sculpture and music have been 
integrated into the motion picture medium 
FACE THE NATION: Senator John Sherman Cooper (R.-KY.) 
sunday, October 18 
12:30-1:00 P.N. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Interview on the steel situation, the Taft-Hartley 
injunction and Republican Party activity by \varren 1
1
. 
Rogers, Jr. of the New York Herald Tribune, Peter I 
Lisagor of the Chicago Daily News and Paul Niven of .I 
CBS News 
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LAHP UNTO MY FEET: 11The Eye of the Soul tt 
SUnday, October 25 
10:00-10:30 A.H. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
A collection of readings illustrating the changing 
role of education over the centuries, with special 
guest - Rev. Walter J. Ong, Associate Professor of 
English at St. Louis. Ulliversity 
LOOK UP AND LIVE: "The Hipster"' 
SUnday, October 25 
lO:JO--ll:OO A .. M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
A dramatic examination of the attitudes of today's 
youth 
U •. N. Til ACTION 
SUnday, October 25 
11:00-11:30 A..M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Segments of the New York Philharmonic annual u •. N. 
Day Concert 
CAHERA TiffiEE: nselma Broetertt 
SUnday, October 25 
11:30--11:55 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Education 
Dramatization of the short story by the late 
Norwegian authoress Sigrid Undsat 
FACE THE NATION: Phoui Sana.nikone, Prime Minister of 
Laos 
SUnday, October 25 
12:30-ltOO P.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Interview on the Laotian situation by William R. Frye 
of the Christian Science Monitor, Chalmers Roberts 
of the Washington Post, an George Herman of CBS News 
LA.HP UNTO l·fY FEET: uThey Do Not Arrest Pastorstt 
Sunday, November 1 
10:00-10:30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Contemporary drama about 'the campaign being 1-1aged in 
Communist East Germany against organized religion, 
II 
II 
d jl 
II 
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-132- I, 
/i 
'I with subsequent discussion by Dr. Arthur Repp or 
1 the Concordia Seminary of the Lutheran Church, I 
St. Louis, Mo. 
LOOK UP AND LIVE: "l''o Man Is An Island" I 
SUnday, November 1 I 
10:3Q-ll:OO A.M. I 
PUblic Affairs - Religion 
A dramatic study of the need for better understanding i 
in human relations 1 
I 
I 
Note: This program, first presented in 1958, was 
repeated \·Iith a different cast, as part of a series 
commemorating five years of Protestant participation 
in this program 1!1 
I 
II 
II U.N. IN ACTION 
SUnday, November 1 
11:00-11:30 A.N:. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Da¥id Ormsby-Gore, Minister of State for the United 
Kingdom; Dobrivoje Vidic, U.N. representative for 
Yugoslavia; and Ali Sastroamidjojo, U.N. representa"'"" 
tive for Indonesia, in a round-table discussion on 
world disarmament 
CAMERA THREE: ''Why I Live at the P. 0. tt 
SUnday, November 1 
ll:J0-11~55 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Educatio~~ 
Dramatization of a Eudora Welty Short story about 
an eccentric yet dignified Mississippi family 
FACE THE NATION: Senator Paul Douglas (D •. -nl.) 
sunday, November 1 
12t30-l:OO P.l·1. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Interview about the economic effects of the nation-
wide steel strike, mounting unemployment and the 
problem of inflation by John ~~igan of the Chicago 
American; Charles Mohr of Time Magazine; and Robe:irt 
Pierpoint of CBS News 
CONQUEST: «Mother Love~ 
Stmday., November 1 
!J 
'I 
II 
I II 
II 
II 
I 
I. 
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5:00-5:30 P .H. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
The work of psychologist Dr. Harry F. Harlow and 
associates at the Primate Laboratory, University of 
Wisconsin, with films of experiments with baby 
rhesus monkeys demonstrating that an infant will I 
accemp any object as its mother providing the object jj 
is soft and C1J.ddly q 
WU' UNTO MY FEET: ttTouch a S.tar" 
SUnday, November 8 
10:00-10:30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Dramatized sto~y of a cynical unemployed mill worker 
who wraps his woes in make believe dreams of the 
space age_with subsequent discussion by Dr. Robert 
c. Johnson of the \'/estern Theological Seminary:,_ 
Pittsburgh, Pa., and moderator, Dallas Townsend of 
CBS News 
LOOK UP AND LIVE: "Catholicism in America" 
SUnday, November 8 
10:30-11:00 A.M. 
PUblic Affairs - Religion 
First of this four part series traces the activity 
of the Catholic Church from the early explorers to 
the American Revolution 
U.N. m ACTION 
SUnday, November 8 
11:00-11:30 A .. M. 
PUblic Affairs - Discussion 
The progress of World Refugee Year, as discussed by 
Dr. Auguste R. Lindt, United N~tions High Commission-
er for Refugees, with moderator Larry LeSUeur of CBS· 
News 
CAl.fEBA THREE 
SUnday, November 8 
11:30-11:55 A.I-f. 
ii 
1: 
II 
,, 
I 
.I 
l1 
II 
I 
I 
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I, 
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li 
Public Affairs - Education 
Author Farley Mowat describing the plight 
diminishing tribe of Ihalmiut Eskimos· 
! 
of Canada t s 1 
li 
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FACE THE NATION: Senator George A. Smathers (D.-Fla.) 
sunday, November 8 
12:30-1:00 A.M. 
Public Afrairs - Discussion 
Interview about the impact of local elections on 1960 
national elections and unrest in Central America. by 
William H. Lawrence of The New York Times, William 
s. ~ihite of the United Features Syndicate, and Russ 
Jones of CBS News 
CONQUEST: 11The Fal.lout Atomu· 
sunday, November 8 
5:00-5:30 P.M. 
Public Affairs - Do.cumentary 
Special filmed report on a group of scientists at 
the Atomic Energy Commission's Argonne Nationa.J. 
Laboratory and their search to learn the effects of 
radiatiOn on the human body 11· 
II 
I
ll 
WOMAN1 "The Marriage That Failed" I 
Monday, November 9 II 
11:00--12:.00 Noon 11 
Public Affairs - Discussion 11 
The major causes of marital failure and the community 1 
I ~ ~~~~i!!!~sa:v~!!:~i:dt~Y~~~pl:~P~~o~0~!~r~~~s:nd 1! 
Toledo, and in discussions by Judge Paul Alexander, !i 
Toledo Family Court, Dr. Aaron Rutledge, President : 
at the National Council of Family Relations, : 
Dr. ·Katherine B. Greene, tfayne County Marriage Counse-l 
lor, Dr. Emily Mudd, Director of Marriage Council of 
Philadelphia, Dr. Robert 0. Blood, Jr., Professor 
o~ sociology, University of Michigan and Dr. Harrison 
Sadler, Detroit psychiatrist, with Margaret Truman 
as hostess 
LAMP UNTO MY FEET: "OUt of Faith at 
SUnday, November 15 
10:00-10:30 A.M. 
Public Jl..ffair s - Religion 
Folk-singer Odetta, poet Langston Hughes and the 
union Baptist Church Choir of Montclair, N. J., in 
a program of Negro spirituals 
~GRAM: LOOK UP AND LIVE: "The Decisive Yearstt 
DATE: SUnday, November 15 
TIME: 
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10:30-11:.00 A.M. 
PUbl~c Affairs - Religion 
Part n or UThe American catholic Story' It depicting 
the rel~ious atmosphere of the ~9th Century in 
America when catholic immigrants suffered at the 
hands of bigots 
I 
I 
I 
U.N. IN ACTION II, SUnday, November 15 
11:oo-11:3o A.M. 'I 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
The steady evolution of the Af'r~can bloc of nations, 1 
as discussed by Alex Quaison-sackey, U.N. Ambassador 
1 from Ghana, Charles T.O. King, U.N. Ambassador from 
11 Liberia, and Sir Andrew Cohen, British representative 11 
to the U.N. Trusteeship Council II 
CAMERA THREE~ 'T~ve Familiestt 
SUnday, November 15 
11:30-11:55 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Education II 
Dramatic presentation ·or a chapter from "Five J 
Families, tt a. study of Mexican poverty by anthropolo- 'I 
gist. Oscar Lewis 1
1 
FACE TEE NATION: 
SUnday, November 
l.2.:30-1 :.00 P.M. 
Herve Alphand, French Ambassador 
to the u.s. 
15 
PUblic Affairs - Discussion 
Interview about the \'{estern SUmmit Conference, 
Khrushchev meet~ '\-Ji th de Gaulle, and Fran • s 
nuclear bomb tests in the Sahara by Warren Rogers, Jr. 
of the New ~rk Herald Tribune, Peter Lisager of the 
Chicago Daily News, and Howard K. Smith of CBS News 
CONQUEST: "The World of TB•• 
SUnday, November 15 
5::00-5:30 P.M. 
II 
PUblic Affairs - Documentary I 
Filmed at Rockefeller Institute in New York, Dr. Rene 
Dubas conducts Red Schoendienst, Milwaukee Braves I 
baseball player who has recovered from TB, and host 
Charles Collingwood, on a tour of the laboratory 
explaining what science is doing to understand and 
conquer the disease 
II 
I 
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LANP UNTO I.fY FEET:: "Mary, Mother of God tt 
sunday November 22 
10:oo-io:30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
-136-
A dramatic narration of the life of the Virgin, 
illustrated by reproductions of old masters, and 
accompanied by a cappella group directed by Walter 
Farrell, singing music of the l~th and 15th Century; 
with a subsequent discussion by Rev. Anselm Burke 
of Transfiguration Priory, Tarrytown, N.Y., Robert 
Rambusch of the American Benedictine Academy, and 
moderator Dallas Townsend of CBS News 
LOOK UP AND LIVE: at.Anct American Catholic Shrine" 
SUnday, November 22 
10:30-11:00 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Part III of the series, nThe American Catholic story.u 
On-the-scene coverage of dedication ceremonies of the 
National Shrine of Our Lady of the Immaculate Con-
ception, Washington, D.c. 
U.N. IN ACTION 
SUnday, November 22 
11:00-11:30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
T.h~ fast-growing problems of outer space, as dis-
cussed by Oscar Schacter, a member of the United 
Nations legal department and Larry LeSUeur of CBS 
News 
CAMERA THREE: '*Thomas Hardy" 
Sunday, November 22 
ll:JQ-11::55 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Educational 
Part I of a two part series on Thomas Hardy and his 
uni~e position as ~ Victorian novelist and a moder.n 
poettc his significance as a novelist revealed by 
dramatized scenes from 11The Mayor of Casterbridge" 
and "Far From The Madding crowd" 
FACE THE NATION: Governor Nelson Rockefeller (N.Y.) 
sunday, November 22 
12:3D-l:OO P.H. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Interview about possible candidacy for President, 
1: 
:I jl il 
il 
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recent trip through Western u.s. and current national 
and international issues by William H. Lawrence of 
The New York Times, Kirt King of United Press Inter-
national and Walter Cronkite of CBS News 
LAMP UNTO MY FEET:.- 'lMonday on 48th Streetn 
sunday, November 29 
10:00-10t30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Contemporary drama about a conflict between moral 
values and business practices, with subsequent 
discussion by the Rt. Rev. Arthur Lichtenberger, 
Presiding Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
and Dr. George Crothers of CBS News 
LOOK UP AND LIVE: "Today and Tomcrrowtt 
SUnday, November 29 
lO:J0-11:00 A.M. . 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Part IV of a four-part historical review ttThe American 
Catholic Story••· in the united States 
U.N. IN ACTION 
SUnday, November 29 
11:00-11:30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
The proposed U.N. debate on HUngary as discussed by 
Sir Leslie Munro, U.N. special representative on the 
Hungarian situation with Larry LeSUeur of CBS News: 
CANERA THREE:· "t'linter Words11 
SUnday, November 29 
11:30-11:55 A .. M. 
Public Affairs - Education 
Thomas Hardy's significance as a poet; Part II of a 
two p~t series devoted to a writer who was a 
Victorian novelist and modern poet 
FACE THE NATION: Chandra S. Jha, India's Ambassador 
to the u •. N. 
b'U.nday, November 29 
12:30-1:00 P.N. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Interviewed about the Hungarian question, disarmament, 
and India's border dispute with Red China by William 
I 
I> II 
II 
II 
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il R. Frye of the Christian Science Monitor, Peter Lisagor of the Chicago Daily News, and Howard K. 
Smith of CBS News 
CONQUEST: 'lThe Bottom of the sea" 
SUnday, November 29 
5:-00-5:30 P.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Part I of a two-part report, filmed on-the-scene of 
a plunge to the ocean floor by the U •. s. Navy 
bathscaph, ttTrieste,u off the coast of california 
LAMP UNTO MY FEET: 11A Lady Protests•t 
Sunday, December 6 
10:00-10:30 A.M. 
II 
11 
'I 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Drama of a young vlife 's struggle to overcome a1co- j 
ho1ism, \vith subsequent discussion by Hrs. Narty Mann,11 founder and executive director of the Nationa1 Councill 
of Alcoholism, and Dr. George Crothers of CBS News i 
LOOK UP AND LIVE: "The Maccabeesn 
sunday, December 6 
10:30-11:00 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
First of a three-part series tel1ing the story of 
the ~ewish holiday, Chanukah, or The Feast of Lights 
U.N. IN ACTION 
surid ay, December 6 
11:00-11:30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
CUrrent U.N. problems discussed by three U.N. 
Ambassadors: c.s. Jha, of India, Jerzy ~achalowski 
of Poland and Frederick H. Boland of Ire1and, with 
moderator Larry LeSUeur of CBS News 
FACE THE NATION: Senator John C. Stennis (D.-Miss.) 
SUnday, December 6 
12:30-1:00 P.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Interview on the effect of new defense budget on 
missile programs by Wi1liam H. Laurence of the New 
York Times, v/arren Dufee of the United Press Inter-
national, and George Herman of CBs· News 
I I· 
II ,. 
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COUQUEST: uThe Bottom of the Sea:. The Deep 
SUnday, December 6 
5:00-5:30 P.M. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
Second in a two-part series devoted to a plunge to 
the ocean floor off San Diego, California by the· 
Navy bathyscaph 11Trieste" 
LA}fP UNTO l-1Y FEET: ttThe People Called !·fethodistsn 
sunday, December 13 
10 :00-10 ::30 A •. M •. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
The history of the founding and growth of the 
Methodist religion narrated by Bishop Donald Harvey 
Tippett of San Francisco and u.s. Representative 
John Brademas (D.-Ind .. ), with music by The Choir 
of the South Church, !~chester, Connecticut 
LOOK UP M'D LIVE: nThe Lights" 
sunday, December 13 
10:30-11:00 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Part II of a three part series commemorating the 
Jewish festival of Chanukah, The Feast of Lights 
U.N. IN ACTION 
sunday, December 13 
11:00-11:30 A.M •. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Former President Harry s. Truman discussing the 
evolving role of the U.N. as an instrument for 
"(>Torld understanding 
CAMERA THREB.: ttSa ve the Hay For Win·taru 
SUDday1 December 13 llt30-~1:55 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Education 
Dramatization of a selection or Polish political 
satires expressing the bewilderment and despair or 
the people under the Communist regime 
II 
'I !: ,, 
lj 
'I 
I· 
II 
II FACE THE NATION: Senator Thruston B. Morton (R.-KY.) j
Sunday, December 13 II 
12:30-1:00 P.M. 1i 
Public Affairs - D1.scussion 'I 
il 
'I I• 
·' 
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CONTE~: Interview on Republican politics by James Reston, 
chief \'lashington correspondent of The New York Times, 
Arthur Sylvester of the New~k News, and Charles 
1
.
1 
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von Fremd o.f CBS News 
COifQUEST: ''HYPnosis:· Science or Witchcrafttt 
SUnday, December 13 
5:00-5:30 P.M. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
A film visit to Harvard University Medical School, 
with Dr. Martin T. Orne and his associates demonstra- I, 
ting their advanced scientific research into \! 
hypnotism ii 
II 
'; 
\'l>~fANl: ttyou Can't Raise Children by the Booku :i 
Wednesday, December 16 I'! 
4:00-5:00 P.M. I 
Public Affairs - Discussion I. TYPE: 
[,CONTENT: The many conflicting theories on child raising, with il 
segment• of the program filmed at Yale 1 s Child study ,. 
Center and the Gesell Institute or Child Development, I 
and comments by many authorities, including Dr. I 
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CONTENT: 
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TIME: 
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Benjamin Speck, author of many books on child care, j
11
J' 
Dr. l1ilton Senn, Director of the Yale Child Study 
Center, Dr. Louise Bates Ames, Director of Gesell II 
Institute, Dr. L. Joseph Stone, Chairman o.f the :
1
·!1 
Department of Child Study at Vassar, with Patrice 
Munsel as the hostess. 
"Cantata of St. Nicholas" 
SUnday, December 20 
10:00-11::00 A.1.f. 
PUblic Affairs - Christmas Special 
Performance of Benjamin Britten's Cantata. from 
Riverside Church in New York City 
U.!II. IN ACTION: "The United Nations Singerstt Sunday, December 20 
11:00-11:30 A.11. 
PUblic Affairs - Christmas Special 
Staff members of the United Nations in a program of 
tradi tionaJ. Christmas songs from their native l.ands 
CAMERA THREE 
SUnday, December 20 
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11:30-11:55 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Education 
Daniel Lang in a discussion of his writings on how 
individual. lives are affected by the Atomic Age 
II 
I 
I! 
II 
FACE THE NATION: Jawaharlal Nehru, Prime Minister of 111 
20
Ihdia 
1
, 
SUnday, December 
3:00-4:00 P.M. 
Public At1'airs - Discussion h 
Intervie\ied about the President's trip, China and 1: 
the population explosion by A.T. Steele of the jl 
:tlew
1
tYo
1
· rk Herald T~ibun~,1Philhip Potter of the 11 Ba more sun, ana Da.n1.e Sc orr of CBS News 11 
(Program taped in New Delhi) 11 
I 
uThe 'Year Gone Byu 
sunday, December 20 i. 
4:00-5:00 PJf. ~· 
PUblic Affairs - Discussion 1 
Part I of a two-part forum examining Americats achieve 1 
ments. in the arts, sciences, and humanities during 
1959 hosted by Garry Hoore li 
'I CONQUEST: 11The Voice of the Insect" l1 
SUnday, December 20 11 
5:00-5:30 P .. H. 11 
Public Affairs - Documentary 11 
The story of how modern science is constantly il 
developing new \'leapons 1'or man in his eternal struggle!! 
against the insect worldi showing experiments con- I' 
ducted by Dr. R.C. Busne of The National Institute 1j 
of Agricultural Research in Paris, and Dr. Edward s. I 
Hodgson of Columbia Uhiversity jj 
"Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony" 
Wednesday, December 23 
5:00-5:30 P.H • 
Public Affairs - Talk 
President Eisenhower lighting the National Community 
Christmas Tree on the White House lawn and reviewing 
his recent trip in his Christmas message to the 
Nation 
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LAMP UNTO MY FEET: ttA Twig Shall Grow• 
SUnday, December 27 
10:00-10:30 A.l-1. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Special broadcast originating in the Touro Synagogue, 
Newport, R.I., ~observance of Chanukah, the Jewish 
Feast of Lights, with Robert Frost, poet, speaking 
on the meaning of freedom in America and joining 
Rabbi Theodore Lewis of the Touro Synagogue in a 
discussion of the early contributions made to our 
nation's colonial culture by American Jewry 
LOOK UP AND LIVE.: "Chanukah Festi valet 
SUnday, December 27 
10:30-11:00 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Religion 
Third and final program in a three-part series, 
depicting the story of how the annual Jewish Feast 
of Lights is celebrated by Jewish communities in 
various parts of the world 
U.I'l. IN ACTION 
sunday, December 27 
11:00-11:30 A.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt in a discussion of the origin 
and present significance of United Nations Human 
Rights Day 
CAMERA THREE: "The Toys of Peacett 
SUnday, December 27 
ll,:30-ll:: 55 A.M .. 
Public Affairs - Education 
Dramatization of two short stories by H.H. MUnro 
FACE THE NATION: senator Estes Kefauver (D.-Tenn.) 
SUnday, December 27 
12:30-1::00 P.l-1. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Interviewed on possible candidacy for President and 
hearings on excessive profits in "wonder drugs" 
industry by Robert Roth of the Philadelphia Bulletin, 
Warren Duffee of United Press International, and 
Charles von Fremd of CBS News 
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II "The Year Gone By" Sunday, December 27 
4:00-5':00 P.M. 
Public Affairs - Discussion 
Second of t'\vo-part program examining American • s 
achievements in the arts, sciences, and humanities 
in 1959 
CONQUEST: "The Landing Barrier" 
SUnday, December 27 
5:00-5':30 P.H. 
Public Affairs - Documentary 
A visit to the Forrestal Research Laboratory at 
Princeton University, vihere Dr. David Hazen and 
other aerodynamicists are stri.ving to slow down the 
landing speeds of the fastest aircraft 
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